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Labor issues important to farmers' success
"They're the most dedicated and dependable
By TOM BERRY
workers I've every had," Paschall said, noting that
Staff Whter
Mark Paschall says the best way to improve the many non-migrant workers usually don't last long
quality of life and agricultural enterprise for on the job. He said his need to hire good workers
Kentucky farmers is increasing the grower's net means he can't say no to local applicants — he's
income and one of the best ways to do that is mak- required by federal law to advertise for workers
ing it easier to secure affordable and capable locally, but he has found that the vast majority of
Americans just do not want the job.
laborers.
"I've got a guy back home that has lasted three
Paschall was one of about 25 local farmers, as
well as farm services officials, Murray State weeks," he said. "He's got the record. In 18 years,
University agriculture students, professors and he's got the record."
The idea that migrant farm workers are taking
others, who gathered in the Curris Center
Thursday morning to discuss labor and other farm- jobs away from Americans is just not true. -After
related issues as part of a statewide effort by the 18 years of dealing with it, I know that is not a
Kentucky Agriculture Council to produce a strate- fact," Paschall said.
However Paschall noted that recent efforts to
gic plan to ensure a bright future for the state's
stem the tide of illegal immigrants crossing the
farm economy.
Agriculture production and marketing was list- U.S.-Mexico border is making it more and more
ed at the top of a six-point plan to accomplish that difficult for legal, annual farm workers to be
goal by the KAC and Paschall said he couldn't approved for entry into the country.
Under federal H2A regulations, farmers must
agree more. He said the financial crunch faced by
farmers and their families is "critical," but could pay migrant workers at least $8.67 per hour for
be significantly eased by efforts to help farmers their work; however with added transportation and
better meet expenses that spike every year. Part of housing expenses the actual cost could range to
that effort would have to include obtaining quali- $12 to $14.
"It's not cheap labor," said Dr. Tony Brannon,
ty, dependable laborers and, in his opinion, the
dean of the MSU College of Agriculture, who
best labor available is migrant farm workers.
After 18 years experience in dealing with hir- served as facilitator of the meeting. Brannon is
ing farm hands, Paschall says migrant workers are also chairman of the KAC.
However farm labor costs are not the only issue
the farmer's best bet for success because they provide quality, dependable labor in a labor-intensive
environment.
•See Page 2A

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Dr. Tony Brannon, chairman of the Kentucky Agriculture Council and dean of the School of
Agriculture at Murray State University, speaks to a group of about 25 MSU students, local
farmers, farm service leaders and others during a KAC public forum on the future of agriculture at the Curris Center's Barkley Room Thursday morning.

Governor's debate gets heated R.R. crossing work
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
PADUCAH, Ky. — The
gubernatorial race continued in
Paducah Thursday night as Gov.
Ernie Fletcher and Democratic
challenger Steve Beshear jockeyed for position in what has
become a hotly contested race
for Frankfort.
Fletcher and Beshear faced
off in a debate in front of a lively crowd at the Luther F. Carson
Four Rivers Center towards the
end of their debate tour throughout the Commonwealth.
At the forefront was the issue
of allowing casino gambling.
Fletcher furthered his stance
against allowing it by airing a
laundry list of misfortunes
Kentuckians will suffer if casinos enter the Commonwealth.
According to Fletcher, gambling
will take money out of the economy and will appropriate fifty
percent of the funds out of charitable gaming, and $51 million
will be taken out of Kentucky's
scholarship programs.
"It brings in a different element," he said. "You'll find that
if you saturate the gambling
with casinos, as my opponent
wants to do, you will increase
the number of problem gamblers up to six percent from one
percent. That means up to
200,000 people will become
addicted to gambling."
Fletcher also said that twothirds of the gambling income
will go out-of-state, the divorce
cc,

to start Monday
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Repairs on the Kentucky
West Tennessee Railroad crossing in Hazel will begin Monday
morning and motorists are
advised that U.S. 641 through
Hazel will be shut down
through Tuesday afternoon.
Keith Todd, public information officer for the Department
of Highways District One and
District Two offices in Paducah,
said this morning that motorists
are asked to use only the predesignated route while traveling
between Murray and Hazel dur-

ing the period.
"I know it's kind of a lengthy
route, but we're legally required
to route traffic down a state
highway. We can't officially
route traffic down a county road
or a city street and that is why
we have planned that detour,"
he said.
All vehicular traffic traveling
north or south on U.S. 641
should use Ky. 893, Ky. 1497
(Murray-Paris Road), Ky. 121
South and the Murray 641
Bypass. The bypass includes

II See Page 2A

FLOAT PREP
AP
Kentucky gubernatorial candidate Steve Beshear, right, and incumbent Gov. Ernie Fletcher
stand on stage at the Carson'Center before their debate in Paducah, Ky., Thursday.
rate will increase and gambling
will reduce small businesses.
He added the suicide rate for the
elderly in Las Vegas is three
times the national average.
"Gambling sends a message
to young people not to work
hard but just to roll the dice ...
maybe hit the jackpot," said
Fletcher.
In order to gain the amount
of money Beshear is promising,
Fletcher said that Kentuckians

will have to lose $1.5 billion and
wager $13 billion, which is $4
billion more then the general
budget.
Beshear's faith was questioned when a citizen asked how
he could be a Christian and support something like gambling.
"I'm a Christian and I'm
proud of it," said Beshear. He
said he knew many Christians
who bought a lottery ticket or
played bingo or participated in

horse racing.
"There is no difference in
entertainment dollars being
spent," he added. "Whether
they're spent at the racetrack,
whether they're spent on our
lottery or whether they're spent
at a facility like you have at
Metropolis, Ill."
Beshear accused his opponent of not visiting Metropolis

111 See Page 2A

Board hears overview of CATS,dropout rates
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Board
of Education heard a series of
reports Thursday evening that
provided updated information
on programs and other activities
in the school system.
Superintendent
Assistant
Randy McCallon presented the
board with a brief overview of
results of the 2006-07 CATS
tests. He explained that changes
were made on the tests pertaining to the number of multiple

choice and open response questions.
"The test has changed and
some people do better on one
style of questions or the other,"
he said. "It was a difficult but
interesting year with lots of
changes."
McCallon and others agreed
that students see "ongoing testing and evaluations." He noted
that adjusted and non-adjusted
scores are being reviewed. "We
are also looking at the core content areas of reading, math, sci-

ence and social studies."
"We had good results on this
of
testing,"
round
Superintendent Steve Hoskins
added. "We will be busy immediately interpreting two sets of
scores and making plans for
how we can continue to
improve."
McCallon also presented the
board with a review of the
school system's extended school
services program. He pointed
out that all schools in the district
have after-school programs and

the high school has a beforeschool program. Extra instruction personnel, transportation
and summer school programs at
the middle school and the high
school were also mentioned as
portions of the program.
A 2006-07 dropout report for
Calloway County was presented by Director of Pupil
Personnel Fred Ashby, who
noted that 15 high school

III See Page 2A

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger A. Times
Hunter Brown, right, a junior business administration major
from Lee's Summit, Mo., and Leslie Schwettman, a senior
public relations major from Murray, stuff tissue paper
Thursday on a float at the MSU Sigma Chi Fratemity house.
The two were helping several others prepare the Sigma Chi
float for Saturday's MSU Homecoming Parade. Schwettman
is the Sigma Chi Sweetheart.
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PolIcelog
Murray Police Dapartmant
An individual filed a criminal mischief report at the MPD Monday
at 949 a m
- A theft report was taken at MPD at 1 02 p m.
- A forgery report was made at MPD at 2:39 p.m.
- An individual was reportedly sprayed in the face with mace at
Ninth and Poplar Streets at 4.36 p.m
- A gas drive-off was reported at Pockets at 12th and Chestnut
Streets at 4.55 p m.
- A stolen bicycle was recovered on Sixth Street at 6:36 p.m.
- A bicycle was reported stolen on Eighth Street at 7.17 p.m.
- A gas drive-off was reported Tuesday at the BP on Main Street
at 8.14 p.m
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 1114 Fairlane
Wednesday at 7.03 am
- An individual made a theft report at MPD at 1.15 p.m
- A theft report was made at 1503 Kirkwood at 2-24 p.m.
- A bicycle was reported stolen at Chestnut Street Park at 3:33
p.m.
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies.

Flush Hydrant Notice
The city of Murray water system will be flushing hydrants on
Sunday beginning at 7 a.m. Flushing should be completed around 4
p.m.
The water system flushes the main lines semi-annually to
increase the water flow in order to clear the system of any sedinient
that may have built up. In case of discoloration, customers should
allow their cold water to run for a few minutes to clear. However,
the washing of clothes shouldwait until flushing is completed and
the water has cleared.

•Board hears ...
From Front
dropouts were reported during
the designated time frame. He
said six were over 18 years of
age, and the top reasons were
failing classes or being behind
in credits. Irregular attendance
was also a reason given for the
students dropping out.
"Some of those indicated
their plans to complete a GED."
Ashby noted.
He also reported during his
attendance report that enrollment at the end of the second
month was 3.074 with a 95.92
attendance rate.
Discussion
about
the
Commissioner's
Parent
Advisory Council was presented
by board member Leeann
Myers. who has been on the
council two terms and the past
18 months. The group was
formed to advise Kentucky's
commissioner of education on
policy issues.
"We have worked to create
an assessment tool that will
address parent involvement in
our schools. We need to know
where we Aft on this issue," she
said. "By implementing this
program. Kentucky will be out
in front once again."
She said the program was an
"awesome assessment tool" that
would show weaknesses and

Nirengths.
"This program is geared
specifically
to
academic
achievement," Myers explained.
"Calloway County will be one
of the first districts in the state to
implement the program. I would
like to see it begin after
Christmas."
Prior to adjourning. Hoskins
provided the board with a status
report on several items including lawn maintenance for football and soccer fields at the
CCHS complex; an upcoming
professional development day;
movement on a trial date in reference to an incident at the Day
Treatment Center from two
years ago; a meeting regarding a
skeet shoot team at the high
school; the North Elementary
School parking lot; the board's
policy concerning motor vehicle
usage; a report of possible marijuana on a school bus; and
check of the 2007-08 out-of-district contracts.
Consent
agenda
items
approved included 2007-08 outof-district contracts; 07-08
Calloway County Schools
English
Language
Learner/Bilingual Program; and
extra services for instructional
and supervisory services for
Calloway
County
Middle
School for 07-08 school year
inR

NORRISTOWN,Pa.(AP)—
The mother of a 14-year-old
who authorities say had a cache
of guns, knives and explosive
devices in his bedroom for a
possible school attack was
charged today with buying her
son three weapons.
Michele Cosscy bought her
home-schooled son a .22-caliber
handgun, a .22-caliber rifle and
a 9 mm semiautomatic rifle,
authonties said. The teenager
felt bullied and tried to recruit
another boy for the possible
attack at Plymouth Whitemarsh
High School, authorities said.
Acting on a tip from a high
school student and his father,
police on Wednesday found the
rifle, about 30 air-powered guns,
swords, knives, a bomb-making
book, videos of the 1999
('olumbine attack in Colorado
and violence-filled notebooks in
the
boy's
bedroom,
Montgomery County District
Attorney Bruce L. Castor Jr.
said.

▪ R.R. •••
From Front
Chestnut Street, North and
South Fourth Streets through
the courthouse square, and the
eastern section of Glendale
Road.
The work on the railroad is
scheduled to begin at 10 a.m.
after most of the early morning
traffic has passed through Hazel
and continue until at least noon
Tuesday. A KWT contractor
will replace the track foundation
for the crossing in Hazel and the
roadway will have to be shut
down during the period.
Todd said the alternate route
will be clearly marked to make
it easy as possible for drivers to
reach their destination.
"We don't want people to be
surprised so allow some additional travel time and that sort
of thing." he said.
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From Front
in a senes of television commercials because "it looks too
good," but rather went looking
for places that look bad because
of casinos.
"We're not going to make
this Las Vegas." said Beshear.
"We're going
to make this
Kentucky. It
needs to be in
the hands of
Kentuckians to
decide."
"I trust the
people
of
Kentucky to
Boirshoar
make the decision on this,"
he added. "If they vote it down,
it's fine — it's over. If they vote
it up, we'll do it responsibly and
we'll bring in about $500 million in new tax revenue and it
will come from the Kentuckians
already going across the river
spending a billion dollars a year
at those facilities."
Beshear explained he is promoting a limited number and
location of casinos.
"Steve, I knew you." said
Fletcher ilwandidatedo-candidate questiMfilund. "We went
to church together and I knew
the values by which you were
raised. I knew your father.
What would he say to you if the
legacy you have is a legacy of 'I
hrough casino gambling to
Kentucky'"
After a pause. Beshear
responded: "My dad would
probably go over and say,'How
do you play this game?"
Health care and education
were topics of special discussion from citizen questions in
Western Kentucky. Fletcher
pointed out the reform to
Medicaid and the efforts to
manage diseases and pharmaceuticals. He added that the elderly were now given the option
of aging at home instead of in
nursing homes and that "Get
Healthy Kentucky," referencing
the First Lady as a "champion"
in the effort, was a success.
Fletcher said he was influen-

From

Front

affecting the success of farm
enterprise and quality of life
issues for farmers. Many others
were named by members of the
group during the two-hour
brainstorming session. The list
included:
— recruiting and retaining
young farmers.
— networking among farmers and farm officials concerning strategies and tactics for
improving the farm economy.
— localized solutions for
lowering transportation costs.
recognition for diagnostic

facilities.
— transporting Kentucky
Proud labeled products out of
state.
— promoting more ag programs at the high school and
university level.
— involving more young
people in ag entrepreneurial
programs.
— lobbying for change in
federal law to concerning labor
regulations for farmers.
— help in dealing with health
care issues.
— leadership development.
— doing something about the
labor issue concerning land-
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wtth We Sauce and Cod Cheese

Mturay Masonic Lodge

COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST
Country Ham, Sausage, Eggs, Biscuits & Gravy

Open Mon-Sat 80-2prn

Open Fri-Sat 5R-9pn)
call 753-0594 for reservations

All-You-Can-Eat Only $5.00

Saturday, Oct. 13th,6 a.m.-10 a.m.
2036 Stahl Root* 121 North, Murray

The Murray Ledger & Times'
Christmas In Our Backyard
magazine is interested
in showcasing your unique
Christmas and
holiday ornamentsfor its
2007 edition.
If you have an interesting holiday ornament
with a unique story behind it,
let us know and perhaps it will be
featured along with other articles that
help capture the special holiday spirit
found — In Our Backyard!

•

II Governor's debate ...
tial in getting a childhood nutrition bill passed, which had
remained in legislative for a
long time.
"We are the only state in the
nation to get an 'A' on childhood
nutrition," he said.
Beshear identified access to
healthcare and the rising cost of
it as the two biggest issues the
Commonwealth faces. He said
his focus would be on preventative care and the installation of
an c-Health network. The network would allow medical
records to be in electronic form
so that an individual's records
would be readily available no
matter where they were.
Beshear pointed out that
550,000
people
in
the
Commonwealth are without
health coverage and 81,000 of
those are children. A majority
of those qualify for health coverage but are not receiving it.
"Thai is unconscienceable in
a world where this country is
one of the richest of nations." he
said. "I would wave that magic
wand and make sure they all had
healthcare and a world class
education."
Fletcher said after accomplishing things like raising
teacher's pay
and providing
instructional
opportunities
for them and
after putting
$70 million
into
the
Kentucky
Education
Floteh•r
Network and
providing
1,500 computers for low income
students, he wants to initiate a
web-based testing system which
would llow a child's performance to be tracked year after
year. Parents and teachers
would be able to access a child's
score online.
Beshear said after 17 years it
was time to review the
Kentucky Education Reform
Act and tweak it according to
the
needs of
Kentucky.
According to Beshear, teachers

kids have no time to learn"
because the entire school year is
spent preparing for testing.
Combined with KERA testing. Beshear said the No Child
Left Behind legislative has put
additional pressure on school
systems. He plans on working
with the federal regulation to
exempt states from the No Child
Left Behind testing who are
testing more thoroughly than
anything the federal government
has come up with, he said.
Beshear pointed out there has
been an 83 percent increase in
college expenses in the last
seven years. He proposed initiating a forgivable loan program.
For every year that a Kentucky
college graduate works in
Kentucky, they will get one year
of
college
paid
off.
Subsequently, graduates who
work for four years in Kentucky
will have their entire college
debt forgiven.
Beshear said he also wants to
see a better working relationship
between high schools and community colleges to train students
for Kentucky jobs.
Fletcher said he plans to
make student loans available to
low income students to ensure
that everyone has an opportunity to attend college. He said he
also wants to take seventh,
eighth and ninth graders and
guarantee college to them
through a new initiative called
the Kentucky Covenant.
Both
candidates
threw
punches at the other's values
and moral decisions made in
Kentucky legislation. Fletcher
received heat from Beshear in
what Beshear called "simple
'yes' or 'no' questions" — a
series of rapid fire questions
regarding Fletcher allegedly
receiving monies for his legal
defense fund from state contractors and the event in which he
pardoned what Beshear referred
to as his "political cronies."
Throughout the debate,
Fletcher referenced Beshear's
past in Frankfort and what he
considers the lack of accomplishments Beshear made.
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•Farmers' success ...
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Mother of
school attack
suspect is
charged
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Contact Eric Walker, Editor at 753-1916
or
editor@murrayl
e-mail
edgencom.
DEADLINE IS OCT. 31ST.

scape and nursery businesses.
— development of new markets and uses of alternative fuels
such as ethanol, biodiesel and
methane produced on the farm.
— dedicating at least 50 percent of "tobacco buyout" funding to farm programs.
— farmers with both large
and small operations pulling
together to increase political
clout instead of being divided.
Thursday's meeting was the
third of six to take place across
the state spearheaded by KAC,a
consortium of dozens of government and private agencies as
well as agn-businesses working
together to improve agricultural
enterprise
the
in
Commonwealth. KAC officials
are focusing on six areas of agriculture in an effort to ensure the
stability and profitability of
Kentucky's farm economy for
the future. The first of the six
topics, improving agriculture
production and marketing, was
the primary focus of the meeting.
Will Snell, dean of the
School of Agriculture at the
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University of Kentucky and a
noted leader in Kentucky agriculture education, attended the
meeting. He said that there is
not a lot the farmer to do to
affect farm market prices, but
growers are not helpless.
"We can't do a lot about the
price, but we can affect the quality and the quality willaffect the
cost," Snell said.
Sharon Furches, a member of
the board of directors for the
Calloway County Kentucky
Farm Bureau office, agreed that
helping the fanner increase net
income is a key to success. "We
could fix almost anything if we
could just improve net farm
income,- said Furches, who also
serves as state secretary of
Kentucky Women in Agriculture
Inc. and is working with the
KAC.
The remaining five focus
points for the effort included
educating young people and
adults concerning farm issues,
including broad-based public
education programs and efforts
to inform policy makers about
agriculture-related needs; development of workforce availability i.e. migrant and other farm
workers, as well as provision of
employee benefits comparable,to other industry; development
and marketing of ag-related
renewable fuels; development
of rural health initiatives to
make health insurance more
affordable and lower health
costs; promoting regional and
community-based programs for
planning and development.
The effort would also involve
actions to deal with urban-suburban expansion and the negative affect it is having on the
farm community.
There will be no further KAC
meetings concerning the strategic planning process in the
Purchase area before the plan iS
finalized and presented to state
officials early next year; however those that want to learn more
about the effort or want to contribute their ideas are invited to
go online to the KAC Web site
at www.kyagcouncil.org.
The latest information concerning each of the six major
topics can be found on the Web
site. Minutes of the past three
meetings may also be found.
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Presbyterians are latest group with
widening rift over Scripture
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The Episcopal Church isn't the only
nun:dine Protestant group shaken by open conflict between theological liberals and conservatives.
The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) is facing similar trials, with
traditionalist congregations planning to bolt and a conservative
denomination preparing to take them in.
About 30 of the nearly 11,000 Presbyterian congregations have
voted to leave the national church since the denomination's national assembly session in 2006, according to The Layman, a conservative Presbyterian publication that has been tracking the breakaways.
Denominational leaders say they could lose an additional 20 congregations as a result of this latest rupture.
The Evangelical Presbyterian Church, a conservative group separate from PCUSA, has voted to accept any of the departing congregations. Presbyterian conservatives are meanwhile organizing themselves through groups such as the Presbyterian Global Fellowship
and the New Wineskins Association of Churches.
Presbyterian leaders emphasize that only a fraction of their congregations are leaving. But any litigation over church property could
hurt the church's reputation and its bottom line. And the departures
come after years of dwindling congregational membership and
recent budget woes.
The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) is the country's ninth-largest
Christian group, but its membership has shrunk from about 3 million in 1986 to 2.27 million at the end of 2006. The denomination
last year eliminated 75 jobs at its headquarters amid budget cutbacks.
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Lawyers, doctors among political
donors in governor's race
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Doctors and lawyers are backing
their former colleagues — Gov. Ernie Fletcher, the physician, and
Steve Beshear, the attorney — in this year's governor's race,
according to campaign finance records filed with the state.
Fletcher, a medical doctor and a Republican, outpaced Beshear,
a Democrat, in contributions from physicians. Lawyers favored
Beshear, a Lexington attorney, according to Kentucky Registry of
Elections Finance records.
"It's very common to raise money from within your professional
circles." Beshear spokeswoman Vicki Glass said."So it would make
sense that more doctors contributed to Fletcher and lawyers to
Beshear."
Records filed with the state this week show Beshear with a sizable financial lead over the governor. Beshear raised $4.9 million
between May 23 and Oct. 10, and had about $1.7 million remaining,
according to the latest report. Fletcher raised about $3.4 million during that period and still had about $1.2 million remaining.
Of those totals, Beshear collected more than $705,000 from
1,154 attorneys and almost $60,000 from 132 doctors who contributed to his campaign. Fletcher, meanwhile, landed more than
$121,000 from 179 physicians and just more than $130,000 from
190 lawyers.
Doctors lined up behind Fletcher to weigh in on their support of
the governor's plan aimed at lowering the cost of medical malpractice insurance, Fletcher spokesman Jason Keller said. Attorneys
supported Beshear financially — at least in part — because they
oppose the plan. Keller said.
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CHICAGO (AP) — Setts
Dick Durbin and Banta Marna
say their own investigation rais-

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The remains of a central Kentucky
soldier missing since World War II have been identified, along the
with the remains of eight other service members.
The Defense Department says the remains of 2nd Lieutenant
Millard C. Wells Jr. of Paris were among those found south of
Westergein, Germany. Wells was one of nine airmen on board a B24.1 Liberator that departed North Pickenham, England, on a mission to bomb a German aircraft factory near Bernburg, Germany.
The Defense Department says scientists used DNA, dental
records, forensic and circumstantial evidence to identify the
remains.
Wells is scheduled to be buried in Arlington National Cemetery,
but no date has been set.

HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times
of the State Highway Transportation Department, from left,
Evan Pitman, Blake Beyer and Tony Hutson work to calibrate the snowplow trucks
Wednesday in preparation for the ice and snow season. Salt was dispensed from the truck
into buckets and then weighed to make sure the proper amount will be deposited onto the
roadways.
READY FOR SNOW: Members

Gore, U.N. share Nobel Peace Prize
OSLO, Norway (AP) —
Former Vice President Al Gore
the
and
U.N.'s
Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change jointly won the
2007 Nobel Peace Prize today
for their efforts to spread awareness of man-made climate
change and to lay the foundations for fighting it.
Gore, who won an Academy
Award earlier this year for his
film on global warming, "An
Inconvenient Truth," had been
widely tipped to win the prize.
He said that global warming
was not a political issue but a
worldwide
"We face a true planetary
emergency. ... It is a moral and
spiritual challenge to all of
humanity," he said. "It is also
our greatest opportunity to lift
global consciousness to a higher
level."
The win is also likely add
further fuel to a burgeoning
movement in the United States
for Gore to run for president in
2008, which he has so far said
he does not plan to do.
Kenneth Sherrill, a political
scientist at Hunter College in
New York said Gore probably
enjoys being a public person

more than an elected official.
"He seems happier and liberated in the years since his loss in
2000. Perhaps winning the
Nobel and being viewed as a
prophet in his own time will be
sufficient," says Sherrill.
Two Gore advisers, speaking
on condition of anonymity
because they are not authorized
to share his thinking, said the
award will not make it more
likely that he will seek the presidency. If anything, the Peace
Prize makes the rough-and-tumble of a presidential race less
appealing to Gore, they said,
because now he has a huge,
international platform to fight
global warming and may not
want to do anything to diminish
it.

One of the advisers said that
while Gore is unlikely to rule
out a bid in the coming days, the
prospects of the former vice
president' entering the fray in
2008 are "extremely remote."
In its citation, the committed
lauded Gore's "strong commitment, reflected in political activity, lectures, films and books,
has strengthened the struggle
against climate change. He is
probably the single individual
who has done most to create
greater worldwide understanding of the measures that need to
be adopted."
Ole Danbolt Mjoes, chairman of the prize committee, said
the award should not be seen as
singling out the Bush administration for criticism.

es serious questions about
Veterans Administration claims
that officials couldn't have
known about a surgeon's troubling history before he was hired
at an Illinois VA hospital.
In a harshly worded letter to
Acting Secretary of Veterans
Affairs Gordon Mansfield on
Thursday, the Illinois Democrats
said their staffs easily found
enough information to warrant a
closer look at the qualifications
of Dr. Jose Veizaga-Mendez.
Veizaga-Mendez resigned
from the Marion, Ill., VA hospital in August, shortly before the
hospital suspended inpatient surgeries because of a spike in postsurgical deaths, reportedly froth
October 2006 to March of thlt
year.
Durbin has said he was told
that nine people died at the
Marion hospital during ah
unspecified six-month perioil
when the typical mortality art
would have been two. And, heN
said that after hearing from
Kussman, it is clear VeizagiiMendez had some involvement
with those surgeries.
Veizaga-Mendez was hired in
Marion even though he wan(
barred from practicing in
Massachusetts last year aftirii
accusations of "grossly" sub,
standard care.
The hospital treats veterans
from Illinois, Indiana and
Kentucky.
"It appears the VA's efforts to
discover the truth about Dr.
Veizaga-Mendez, his past professional .history, and the circumstances surrounding hiSt
license forfeiture were far from
adequate and may have put the
veterans seeking care at Marion
in danger," the senators wrote. In a written statement issued
Thursday, the VA said it cony
ducts a "thorough background
check..."
But Durbin and Obaina said
two VA undersecretaries. Dr.
Michael Kussman and Dr.
Gerald Cross, had said it wir;
impossible for the VA to kno4
whether VeizagiMendez had
accurately described why he'd
surrendered his license in
Massachusetts.
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A Teapot
Tempest
It turns out the now-infamous secret report
allegations of a conflict of interest by
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Steve
Beshear in his handling of the bankruptcy of
Kentucky Central Life Insurance Co. was the
proverbial teapot tempest.
There was no conflict on Beshear's part, the
report, made 12 years ago by .a Cincinnati
law firm and kept secret until Saturday,
found. Beshear's former law firm, Stites &
Harbison, should have withdrawn as legal
counsel on the bankruptcy case because one
of its attorneys advised the Bank of Louisville
to sell Kentucky Central securities, but the
report said neither Beshear nor other attorneys working on the case knew of the advice.
And two judges — "one now supporting
Beshear, the other supporting Gov. Ernie
Fletcher for re-election" — later endorsed
Har.bison'._s_zontiriming oversight of
the huge bankruptcy litigation, which ultimately recovered about $300 million for Kentucky Central creditors and policy holders.
Surely, this will be enough to put away the
conflict of interest issue and turn the gubernatorial campaign to' more meaningful issues
in the four weeks remaining until the election.
Fletcher and Beshear have both addressed
important challenges facing the next governor
in joint appearances they have made across
the state in recent weeks, challenges in health
care and education funding at all levels. The
Kentucky Central report, however, has been a
distraction that probably appealed more to the
state's media than voters who are hardly
expert in the arcane minutiae of corporate
bankruptcy cases.
Thus the release of the report Saturday and
the wiaspread coverage it received will serve
the purpose of redirecting the campaigns in a
more meaningful direction as the race comes
down to the finish line.
Or so we fervently hope.
— The State journal
Frankfort, Ky.
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Where's the fire?
.fuesday night's debate
between the Republican candidates for the GOP presidential., nomination, showed
once again why the majority
of conservatives can't get
excited over any of the current hopefuls.
Widely
touted by
the media
as showand-tell
time tor
Fred
Thompson
-- as the
Making

Sense

appearance

11141 K(Mid
make or
break his
candidacy all that
emerged
nom his corner was an
acceptable performance, neither hot nor cold.
He showed that he has a
good grasp of the economic
facts, but there was none of
that tire that Republicans
crave to see in their standard
bearer. He didn't damage
himself, but he didn't set
himself above his nvals
either.
On the subject of the
debate -- the economy —
Duncan Hunter showed the
best grasp of the facts, especially the trade issue, while
Thompson basically spoke in
platitudes on the subject.
Over all, the debate
By Michael
Reagan
Syndicated
Columnist

showed there is not one candidate the voters can look at
and say. -This is the guy we
want to run the country.The only real misstep
was Mitt Romney's statement
about going first to his attorneys if he had to go to war
against Iran. He could learn
a lesson from my father. He
didn't go to his attorneys
when he had to attack
Grenada and Libya. He went
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
He knew you can't sue your
way to victory.
Mitt is a great and
accomplished statesman, but
his problem is that he looks
tut) darn gtiod. People suspect that there has to be
something wrong with anybody who looks and acts
that perfectly. Unfortunately,
he comes across as a smooth
salesman trying to sell you
something you don't need.
He should mess up his
hair and look a little bit
disheveled or he'll remind
people of the Democrat's
carefully coiffed pretty boy,
John Edwards.
As Ann Coulter wrote in
her new book, the best-qualified of all the candidates is
Rep. Duncan Hunter. Dunng
the debate he was the candidate who provided the best
information about the economy and had a first-rate suggestion of what we need to
do.
He keyed in on what
must be one of the most

Rep. Duncan Hunter
R-Calif.
important economic issues trade.
He talked about our
shocking $800 billion trade
deficit, and what the Chinese
are doing to us. Duncan
understands that when anybody cites Ronald Reagan as
a free-trade advocate in
defense of our present trade
policies, they need to
remember that in my dad's
playbook, protection of the
American people came before
anything else.
Take the case of HarleyDavidson. My father protected this American manufacturer of motorcycles against
lower-priced Japanese
imports. When he acted in
behalf of an American company. Kawasaki and Honda
reacted by moving their

plants to the U.S. and created American jobs for American workers.
His policy was so successful that although he gave
five years of protective tariffs to Harley-Davison. they
didn't even need that long a
time before they could turn
their company around. Givcri
a level playing field they
proved their superiority as an
American manufacturer.
Ronald Reagan did the
same thing with semiconductors, and the auto and steel
industries. He also forced the
Japanese and others to open
up their markets to Arneticae
products so that trade would
be fair. When that didn't
happen he would impose tariffs on those products coming into the U.S., thus protecting American manufacturers.
Sure, he was a free trader who wante,d too open up
trade, but he always sought
first to protect the sovereignty of the United States and
its manufacturing base. He
did not confuse free trade
with giving the store away.
The effects of our current trade policies and the
horrendous trade deficit they
have produced are a gun
pointed at the heart of our
economy, and the Republican
who can stand up and tell
the truth about this problem
and its solutions will be the
one who emerges from the
pack.
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'State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)
Room 329J. Capitol Annex
nmail melon henleyOnc ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
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I've lived in Murray and Calloway
County since I moved here in 1968, at
the age of three. Recently I've been
made aware of a problem that has
never totally been handled properly
over the years.
Currently my ex-wife volunteers at
the animal shelter and has witnessed
the cuthanization of several older dogs.
which were brought to the shelter, due
to an influx of litters of new puppies.
While I don't have a problem with
euthanasia in the eases of unhealthy
animals. I see this to be a sad loss.
Those older dogs could have had a
viable chance at getting a good home
and someone to love them, if we were
more active in the spaying and neutering of our own pets.
We have all heard Bob Barker on
-The Price Is Right- tell us to help to
limit the unwanted pct population by
having this done and I'm writing this
just to remind us all that nothing is
sadder than an unwanted or unloved
animal that then has to be put down.
I won't just pick on the dog owners,
because I've seen way too many freeroaming cats in my neighborhood running around and having litters of kitten., as well. I know that puppies and
kittens are cute. but when you have
them and can't raise them, then take
them to the shelter, it makes it harder
, workers there to find them good
on the
homes or homes for the older animals.
Please, people let's be mindful of

ss hat happens if we don't, each of us.
take on that responsibility personally to
as oid extra kittens and puppies in our
community or in our shelter.
Oh. and to those who don't have
pets, you can do your pan, as well, by
donating supplies, such as food to the
shelter.
Thank you all for letting me say all
of this. I hope we all find a new hairy
friend to love, if you want one; if you
don't already have one, go by our local
shelter and see if you can bring love
to one of the animals found there.
Mark A. Manners
Murray
To the Editor.
On Sunday morning at about 3:30,
my alarm went of at my jewelry store
on the square downtown. It took me
about 20 to 30 minutes to get there.
Thankfully an officer was standing outside waiting on me.
He had already gone to the back of
my store and made sure it was secure.
Upon entering my store he made a
thorough search of my store upstairs
and down and found everything in
order!
Although it was a false alarm he
conducted himself as if otherwise. He
was polite and courteous to me and I
appreciate that. I just wanted the people
of Murray to know that we are protected 24 hours a day. Our law enforcement officers get criticized a lot. I just
wanted them to know I appreciate the
psh they did for me

The officer's name is Cabot Grogan.
Thanks again for a job well done.
Marvin Enix
Murray
To the Editor.
Figure this out. (U.S. Rep.) Ed
Whitfield votes against heath care for
kids. In five to 10 years, these politicians will ask these same young adults
to join the Army, Marines. Air Force.
SCHIP — Shameful. Cruel. Heartless. Ignorant. Pathetic.
R.G. Major
Kuttawa, Ky.
To the Editor,
This is being written to praise two :
individuals who patrol both Central and
Chestnut Parks. They are Dale Garland
and Tim Stone.
I use the park daily to walk my
dog. Little Man. There are times, due
to my work schedule. I walk after the
sun has set. Until these officers were
hired to patrol the parks. I'd avoid centain areas due to large gatherings of .
people being loud.
Since the officers have been hired,
both Little Man and I feel safer using
the park.
I have learned they will be on dutywhen Christmas in the Park will be
held. They are providing a great service. Get out and enjoy the park in a
safe environment. Thanks to those
responsible for their presence.
Mark Goer
Murray
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Childrens cold medicines yanked from shelves
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Dr. Rochelle Fuqua Yuill, 33, Hendersonville, Tenn., died
Thursday, Oct. I I, 2007. Her death followed an extended illness.
She did her undergraduate studies at Tennessee
Tech, Cookeville, where she was a member of
Kappa Delta sorority. She attended dental school at
the University of Tennessee at Memphis, graduating in the class of 2000. Her hobbies were scrapbooking and photography.
Preceding her tri death were her grandparents,
Carlton and Aliene French and Dr. James L. and
Mildred Fuqua, and her mother-in-law, Margaret
Tucker Yuill.
Survivors include her husband, Dr. Matt Yuill,
YEAH
one son, Jacob Tucker Yuill, her mother, Mrs.
Sandra French Troutman, her father, James L.
-Fuqua Jr., and her brother, Dr. Louis Fuqua, her father-in-law, Gary
Yuill, Kirksey, Ky.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at the Bluegrass Baptist
Church with Matt Tullos officiating. Burial will follow in the
Hendersonville Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be today (Friday)from 2 to 4 p.m. and 6 to 8 p.m.
at Hendersonville Funeral Home, 353 East Main St.,
Hendersonville, and from noon to 1 p.m. at the church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Komen Race For
The Cure of Cancer in memory of Dr. Yuill.

Mrs. Nola M. Chrisman
Mrs. Nola M. Chrisrnan, 98, Murray, died Thursday, Oct. II,
2007, at 4:21 p.m. at Heritage Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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The funeral for Mrs. Annie Mae Sims will be Satunlay at I p.m.
at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church. Rev. Jim Green will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens with ImesMiller Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
Visitation will be at the church from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday.
Mrs. Sims, 72, Gary, Ind., died Friday. Oct. 5, 2007, at 2:30 p.m,
at Methodist Hospital Southlake, Gary.
She was a member of Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church,
Murray, Ky. Preceding her in death were her husband, Jack 0.Sims,
one son, Kern Sims, one daughter, Emily Ann Sims-Todd, her father,
Willie 0. Reed, and her mother, Vera Reed Ward.
Survivors include one daughter, Jacqulyne Sims, Murray; two
sons, Gary L. Sims, Murray, and Robert E. McCuiston and wife,
Ada, Gary, Ind.; eight grandchildren; several great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Cora McKinney
The funeral for Mrs. Cora McKinney was Monday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Gilbert Funeral Home, Marion. Rev. Herbert
Alexander officiated. Burial was in the Union Baptist Church
Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Union Cemetery Fund,
Rita Hall, 447 St. Rt. 1668, Marion, KY 42071.
Mrs. McKinney,92, Murray, formerly of Marion and Salem, died
yriday. Oct. 5, 2007, at 7:15 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care,
Murray.
Preceding in death were her husband, Orville McKinney, to
whom she had been married for 64 years.: her parents, James and
Josephene Croft, eight brothers and three sisters. She was a member
of Pleasant Grove Baptist Church in Crittenden County.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Janice Arflack and husband, Kenneth, Madison, Ala.; one son, Danny McKinney and wife,
Shirley, Murray; five grandchildren, Kent Arflack, Madison, Kevin
Arflack. Seattle. Wash., Keith Arflack and wife, Katherine, Greer.
S.C., Danette Shepard and husband, Steve, Madisonville, and
Kimberly Cummings, Murray; seven great-grandchildren.

ConAgra Foods recalls beef,
chicken, turkey pot pies
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) - ConAgra have been linked to at
ConAgra Foods Inc. recalled all least 165 cases of salmonella in
its Banquet pot pies and store 31 states. The federal Centers
brand varieties Thursday after for Disease Control and
the products were linked to a Prevention said at least 30 peonationwide salmonella outbreak. ple have been hospitalized as
The company included beef part of the ongoing outbreak, but
pot pies in the recall after initial- so far no deaths have been
ly saying only the chicken and linked to the pot pies.
The company and federal
turkey pot pies should not be
officials warned customers not
eaten.
ConAgra issued a consumer to eat the pot pies and to throw
alert Tuesday and asked stores them away, and ConAgra is
nationwide to stop selling the offering refunds. The store
poultry pot pies, but the compa- brand versions are sold under
ny stopped short of a recall until the names of Albertson's, Hill
Country Fare, Food Lion, Great
Thursday evening.
spokeswoman Value (sold at Wal-Mart stores),
ConAgra
Stephanie Childs said the deci- Kirkwood, Kroger, Meijer and
sion to recall the pies wasn't Western Family.
Childs said she could not say
based on new information, but
how many pot pies are affected
an abundance of caution.
"We want to make sure by the recall or how many
there's no confusion with con- ConAgra produces.
ConAgra officials have said
sumers, that these pot pies
shouldn't be eaten," Childs said. some of the illnesses may be
She said she knew of no indi- linked to undercooked pot pies.
cation of a link between cases of but Childs said the pot pies
salmonella and the beef pot pies, should not be eaten even if conbut the company wanted to be sumers think they have cooked
careful as it collects informa- them correctly.
- lion. The pot pies made by
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WASHINGTON (AP) Give plenty of fluids and saltwater nose drops.
These old-fashioned remedies for treating colds in small
children are poised to make a
comeback now that drug makers
have pulled cold medicines for
babies off the market.
The move Thursday represented a pre-emptive strike by
over-the-counter drug manufacturers-a week before government advisers were to debate the
medicines' fate. But it doesn't
end concern about the safety of
these remedies for youngsters.
Thursday's
withdrawal
includes medicines aimed at
children under age 2, after the
Food and Drug Administration
and other health groups reported
deaths linked to the remedies in
recent years, primarily from
unintentional overdoses.
A remaining question is
whether children under 6 should
ever take these nonprescription
drugs.
Baltimore city officials filed
a petition with the FDA joined by the Maryland chapter
of the American Academy of
Pediatrics and prominent pediatricians around the country arguing that oral cough and cold
medicines don't work in children so young, and pose health
risks not just for babies but for
preschoolers, too.
"Pediatricians are taught
these products don't work and
may not be safe. Yet almost
every parent uses them," said
Dr.
Joshua
Sharfstein,
Baltimore's health commissioner and a pediatrician, who
blames ads that overpromise
relief.
The challenge, he says, will
be to convince parents to try
old-fashioned methods, like suctioning out infants' noses or
using salt-water nose drops.
"If you can actually pull a
booger out with a suction
device, people can feel better,"
Sharfstein said.
The Consumer Healthcare
Products Association announced

NEW ORLEANS(AP)- A home Thurstifiy night, had no
judge ordered a black teenager comment.
"He's locked up again,"
back to jail, deciding the fight
that put him in the national spot- Marcus Jones said of his 17light violated terms of his proba- year-old son. "No bail has been
tion for a previous conviction, set or nothing. He's a young
his attorney said.
man who's been thrown in jail
Mychal Bell, who along with again and again, and he just has
five other black teenagers in the to take it."
so-called Jena Six case is
After the attack on Barker.
accused of beating a white class- Bell was originally charged with
mate, had gone to juvenile court attempted murder, but the
in Jena on Thursday expecting charges were reduced and he
another routine hearing, said was convicted of battery. An
Carol Powell Lexing, one of his appeals court threw that convicattorneys.
tion out, saying Bell should not
Instead, state District Judge have been tried as an adult on
J.P. Mauffrey Jr. sentenced Bell that charge.
to 18 months in jail on two
Racial tensions began rising
counts of simple battery and two in August 2006 in Jena after a
counts of criminal destruction of black student sat under a tree
property, Lexing said.
known as a gathering spot for
"We are definitely going to white students. Three white stuappeal this," she said. "We'll dents later hung nooses from the
continue to fight."
tree. They were suspended but
Bell had been hit with those not prosecuted.
charges before the Dec. 4 attack
More than 20,000 demonstraon classmate Justin Barker. tors gathered last month in the
Details on the previous charges, small central Louisiana town to
which were handled in juvenile protest what they perceive as
court, were unclear.
differences in how black and
Mauffrey, reached at his white suspects are treated. The
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Thursday that manufacturers
were voluntarily ending sales of
over-the-counter oral cough and
cold products aimed at infants.
The list includes infant drops
sold under the leading brand
names Diinetapp, Pediacare,
Robitussin, Triaminic, Little
Colds, and versions of Tylenol
that contain cough and cold
ingredients.
CVS Caremark Corp. added
that it would also end sales of
CVS-bnuid equivalents.
"It's important to point out
that these medicines are safe and
effective when used as directed,
and most parents are using them
appropriately," said Linda
Suydam, president of the industry trade group.
The American Academy of
Pediatrics says in general the
drugs shouldn't be used for
colds in small children.
-This is not a situation in
which pediatric data are lacking
and we are unable to say one
way or the other," Dr. Jay
Berkelhamer, the academy's
national president, wrote the
FDA last month. In multiple
studies, they have "been found
not to be effective in this population at all."
Lark Hackney of Anchorage,
Alaska, said her two grandchildren. Taylor, I. and Julius, 2,
have had many colds.
"We go to the doctor if it's
gucky and it lasts very long, but
a lot of times we just treat it
with, you know, treat the symptoms fever or, you can buy good
kids stuff over the counter now,"
said Hackney, at the National
Zoo in Washington.
She said they have used childrens' cold medicines and neither has had a bad reaction.
The FDA is bringing its scientific advisers together Oct.
18-19 to debate the issues, but
its own preliminary review concluded that very young children
shouldn't take some of these
commonly used medicines. And
while the FDA's main focus is
on children under 6, it also will
ask if there's evidence that these

AP

Mother Carlene Ho's hand holds a bottle of Tylenol Infants'
Drops Plus Cold medicine in front of her daughter, Rachel, 2
years old, at their home in Palo Alto, Calif. Thursday. Drug
makers have voluntarily pulled medicines targeting babies
and toddlers off the market.
drugs work in children up to age play out unless a doctor says her
12.
children, Declan, 3 1/2, and
FDA praised the drugmakers' Evelyn, 1, have an infection.
withdrawals Thursday as impor"I don't really like to medtant for protecting babies.
icate them if they don't need to
For other youngsters, parents have the medicine," she said.
Health groups say that while
should understand that cold
remedies treat only symptoms, low doses of cold medicine
they don't make viruses go don't usually endanger an indiaway any faster, stressed FDA vidual child, the bigger'risk is
pediatrician Dr. Dianne Murphy, unintentional overdose. For
who urged parents to consult example, the same decongestants, cough suppressants and
their pediatricians.
"What's the risk? That's what antihistamines are in multiple
this whole meeting is about," products, so using more than
she said. "You need to weigh is one to address different sympthat symptom that important to toms-or having multiple caregivers administer doses - can
treat."
Most coughs shouldn't be add up quickly. Also, children's
suppressed - that's how the medicines are supposed to be
body clears the lungs, she measured with the dropper or
added. Low-grade fevers are measuring cap that comes with
each product, not an inaccurate
how the body fights infection,
Maureen Javers of Silver kitchen teaspoon.
Spring, Md., likes to let colds

Judge sends 'Jena 6' teen Mychal Bell back to jail
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case has drawn the attention of
civil rights activists including
the Revs. Al Sharpton and Jesse
Jackson.
Sharpton reacted swiftly
upon learning Bell was back in
jail Thursday.
"We feel this was a cruel and
unusual punishment and is a
revenge by this judge for the
Jena Six movement," said
Sharpton, who helped organize
the protest held Sept. 20, the day
Bell was originally supposed to
be sentenced.
Bell's parents were also
ordered to pay all court costs
and witness costs, Sharpton
said.
"I don't know what we're
going :to do," Jones said. "I
don't know how we're going to

pay for any a this. I don't know
how we're going to get through
this."
Bell and the other five defendants have been charged in the
attack on Barker, which left him
unconscious and bleeding with
facial injuries. According to
court testimony, he was repeatedly kicked by a group of students at the high school.
Barker was treated for three
hours at an emergency room but
was able to attend a school function that evening, authorities
have said. Bell, Robert Bailey
Canvin Jones, Bryant Purvis
and Theo Shaw were all initially
charged - as adults - with
attempted second-degree murder and conspiracy to commit
the same.
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Need Line lists items needed
to fill the sacks for clients
Need Line has issued is new list of items
needed to replenish the pantry for the clients.
They are salmon, tuna, beef stew, soup,
dry beans, peanut butter, spinach, rice,
instant potatoes, oats and Jiffy corn meal
mix for the pantry: eggs for freezer/cooler; dish liquid and men and women deodorant for personal hygiene and cleaning supplies; and large brown paper bags.
These items may be taken to the Need
Line building at 638 South Fourth St.,
lois
Murray, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., MonDatebook day
through Friday. For information call
By Jo Burkeen
753-6333.
Community
Editor

Toy Run by Bikers Saturday

Photo provided

Pictured, from left. are Danielle Gosselin, Brad Jett and Emily
Wuchner, scholarship winners who presented a program for
the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

PhrXo provided
Officers of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club are, from left Martha Joiner. Bobbie Weatherly and
Joann Niffenegger

Scholarship winners perform at Music Department meeting
Winners ot the 2007 Sophomore Music
Si. holarships performed at the September
ineemig of the Music Departnient of the
Murray Wonian's Club held at the club
house.
They were Danielle Gosselin, soprano,
final Jett, baritone, and Emily Wuchner,
bassinet

The program followed a potato bar

supper hosted as a fundraiser by he Department's Relay for Life team.
Officers for the new club year are
Martha Joiner, chair. Joann Niffenegger,
secretary. and Bobbie Weatherly. treasurer.
The department will meet Tuesday at
7 p.m. at the club house.
A program titled "Women Composers"

will be presented by Ellie Brown. Members are asked to come an costumes for
Halloween and to bring a guest. Also collected will be white socks, puzzles and
games for the Veterans project.
Hostesses will be Amy Roos, Cynthia
Barnes, Rebecca Landoll, Virginia Randolph and Sally DuForti.

100.9 Chestnut St

No CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU OCT 18
moviesinmurray.com

Humane Society of Calloway County's pet therapy teams
and their dogs up for adoption will be in the Murray State
University parade on Saturday. They will be walking as part
of the unit sponsored by the Animal Health Technology and
Pre-Veterinary Club. After the parade, the foster dogs will be
at a special adoption event at the Calloway County Libraryannex until 2. p.m. Persons may see some of the dogs at
www.forthepets.org

Photo provided

Ian Young
an avid hunter and fisherman
and enjoys Auburn fikaball and
UK basketball.
The Calloway County Conservation Office will host a
Chamber *Business and a Little Lunch event. Oct. It,. from
I I a.m.-1 p.m. at the conservation office located at 88 Robertson Rd. South.

large of the Executive Committee of the Amehcan Library
Association's
International
Relations Roundtable. He
received the appointment after
the June ALA Annual Conference in Washington. D.C.
As one of two members-atlarge on the committee, he will
he responsible for participating in discussions concerning
plans of the roundtable in promoting international issues
within the American Library
Association.
At Murray State. Koren's
tu-k includes the preparation
ot graduate students for service as certified school library
media specialists, grades P-12.
in compliance with the American Library Association/American Association of School
Librarians.

The Dyslexia Summit
open forum to be held
PARIS. Tenn. -- This Sunday a free open forum will be
held at the Krider Center for
the Performing Arts in Paris.
The Dyslexia Summit will begin
at 2 p.m. The moderator will
he Bill Williams, editor emeritus of the Paris Post-/meingencOr and the forum will feature 10 or more speakers representing a great diversity of
experiences with students who
have dyslexia and reading difficulties.
Included among the speakers WV several public school
administrators: Stephen Geller,
vice principal, Henry County
High School and Sam Tharpe.
principal. Henry School. and
City Commissioner. Judge Vicki
Snyder, Juvenile and General
Sessions Coun Judge Henry
County Court from Paris, will
also be sharing her unique
experiences.
In addition, two members
of the Tennessee Branch of
the International Dyslexia Association (TN IDA) will be there.
These include Ruth Lature.
director, Shedd Program. Hopkinsville. Ky., and Paul Thompson. Ed.D., director of Shedd

Academy, Mayfield, Ky. Mary
Sue Leach. Education Consultant and a member of the TN
IDA Advisory Board will also
be present. Leach has spearheaded much of the effort
behind the Dyslexia Summit.
Other educational experts
include Joy Olexa, education
consultant. Department of Children Services and Dr. Diane
Sawyer, director of The Center For Dyslexia Studies. Middle Tennessee State University. Murfreesboro, Tenn., and
Sherri Sedgebear. licensed clinical social worker, Carey Counseling Center. Huntingdon.
Tenn.
To bring in the medical viewpoint, Dr. Debra Selby. M.D.
Paris Pediatrics. Paris, will be
a member of the forum's panel.
Following introductions and
brief informational messages
from the panelists, the forum
will then he opened up to
allow for questions from the
public. Those who are especially encouraged to attend
would be parents of children
having learning problems, classroom and special education
teachers, volunteers, and anyone else with an interest in
understanding
more about
dyslexia.
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Murray State University Horticulture Club will have its
annual Mum Sale starting Saturday at 9:30 a.m. following the
homecoming parade and will continue until the club sells out
at the Pullen Farm Greenhouse, corner of Locust and Hickory Streets, Murray. Also available will be corn stalks and straw
bales. The sale will continue from 8 a.m. to I p.m. during
week, but call 767-04458 for days the greenhouse will be open
and for other information.

FLAG PRESENTATION: Kirksey Woodmen of the World
Lodge 170 presented an American flag to the City Qf Murray
lodge plans breakfast
for the City Hall. Pictured, from left, are Tonya Gui
puty Masonic
Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will
city clerk, Marilynn Downey, lodge member, and
host its country ham breakfast featuring country ham, sausage,
Rushing, mayor of Murray.
'
-eggs, biscuits and gravy, all you can eat for $5 per person,
on Saturday from 6 to 10 a.m, at the Masonic Hall. Ky. 121
North at Robertson Road North. The public is urged to attend,

11irIntel Clayton
10
f. 30 -

4-H class meeting Saturday

Horticulture Club plans promotion

Koren appointed chair of
state library association

Theatres

Calloway County Republicans will host an appreciation
reception for Lt. Governor Candidate Robbie Rudolph immediately following the Murray State University Homecoming
Parade on Saturday at II a.m. at the Historic Old Post Office
on the downtown counsquare. The public is invited.

Dogs will walk in MSU parade

rh, Natural Resources Con-

Kuiren. associate
ploic...or and coordinator of
ihe I abialy Media Program at
Murray State University. was
appointed chair of the Information Technology Roundtable
I IRTi of the Kentucky Library
...so.- lation (KLA1.
As chair, Koren will attend
KLA board meetings and oversee 1TRT .1..Itt tiles, including
de s elopmg conference proants
Koren is also a niember-at-

Rudolph reception Saturday

4-H Cake Decorating Class will meet Saturday from 9
a.m. to noon at the Calloway County Extension office. For
information call 293-6959.

Young named to fill
position at local office
servation Service (NRCS) has
aimounced that Ian Young has
been selected to fill the district conservationist position in
the Murray-Calloway County
held Office. This position y,as
uric's
field by Steve Alcou.
who has retired.
Young graduated from North
Hardin High School in Radcliff. to 1975. He attended
Western Kentucky Universit
and obtained a bachelor of science degree in 1979, with a
major in agriculture and minor
an biology.
.
Yonne Warted hit career with
NRCS iii GrJvcs County in
Icnq Working there until 19/45
e. hen he accepted the position
of ilisfriti conservationist in
1 it mesh Connly. •
"M.-WM:whet] to Lisa Pryor
oimg of Mayfield. daughter
rut the late James Bennett Pryor
and Nan4.1 Pryor. They have
one min. Jacob. a junior at
Auburn University.
lao lives in Reidland, where
he is a sheperd at the Reidland Church (if Christ lie is

Kentucky Motorcycle Association/KBA District #7 and Bikers of Western Kentucky invite the public to join them for the
17th annual Toy Run on Saturday at I p.m. starting at Walmart Parking Lot, Murray, and ending at Dexter Community
Center, Dexter. Admission is one new toy or donation. Cars
and trucks are welcome. All proceeds will go to the Purchase
District Foster Parent Association. For more information contact Daniel Ripley at 227-0335 or Edna Barnett at 753-5476.

•
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Stove needed for a family
An electric stove for a single mother with two children is
needed. Anyone having one to donate call the Merryman House
at 759-2373.

Church plans Fall Fling Saturday
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, 5671 Crossland Rd., Hazel, will have its Fall Fling on Saturday from 5
to 8 p.m. This will include a silent auction, inflatables, hayride.
Bingo, supper and miscellaneous games for all ages. The public is invited.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 am. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Homecoming bonfire tonight
The Residential College Association's annual homecoming
bonfire will be tonight at 7 on the lawn behind SpringerFranklin College on the Murray State University campus. This
event is a way to kick off the homecoming festivities and
show support for tbe Racer football team. The public is invited.

Book signing at New Life
Michael Freeland, author of "Blood River to Berlin" will
he at the New Life Christian Book Store on the west
side of
Murray downtown counsquare today from 4 to 6:30 to
sign
his book for those attending. He will also be at -Pauline's
Happy House. Mayfield, from I I a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday.

Glory Bound Entertainment tonight
Glory Bound

C'hnstian Entertainment Ministry will be tonight
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen
United Methodist
Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will
be Ron
Byers and The Smith Family. There is no admission
charge,
but items for Need Line will be accepted. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor
at 753-8124
or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail
glory-bound@hotmail.COM.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers

Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions
program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at
Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shnners sponsor Bingo each Friday
starting at 6:10
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North,
Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable
activities

Art Guild offering classes
Murray Art Guild is offering several weaving
workshops
this month. Beginning Weaving for Adults will
be Oct. 12
from 6 to 9 p.m.. Oct. 13 from 9 a.m. to p.m..
Oct. 26 from
6 to 9 p.m. and Oct. 27 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
No experience is necessary for the workshops and materials
for getting
started are supplied. For more information contact the
guild at
753-4059 or murrayartguild.org.
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NORTIISIDE
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
600m
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
a.m.
10:00
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship

ASSEMOLIES SF:HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 1030 a.m.
Sunday Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
11,00 a.m.
Worship
Morning
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m
Sunday School
II a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11,00 cm.
Morning Services
6:00 p.m.
Evening Services

OAK GROVE
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m & 7 p.m_
Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Preaching
6.30 p.m.
Prayer Service
6.00 p.m.
Church
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10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 8:45 cm. & 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
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9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
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Worship
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Service
Worship
H
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURC
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6:30 p.m. Evening Worship
Wednesday Service
ay Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
10,00.m. Wednesd Fasting for Spiritual
Sunday School
Prayer &
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Sat. 6 p.m.-10 p.m.
Worship Service
Awakening
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Sunday Night
SINKING SPRING
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11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Sunday School
Worship
p.m.
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1000
7 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
5:00 p.m.
Discipleship Training
SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sunday School
11 a.m., 6,30
10,00 a.m. Worship
Sunday School
7
11:00 a.m. Wednesday
Morning Worship
SPRING CREEK
6:00 p.m.
Afternoon Worship
900
Wed Bible Study & Youth 700 p.m. Sunday School
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Worship Service.
6
FAITH BAPTIST
Discipleship Training
a.m
11:00
Morning Worship
ST. JOHN
p.m.
600
Evening Worship
9,30 a.m.
Sunday School
11
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
CREEK
SUGAR
11 -00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Worship
10
700 p.m. Sunday School
Wednesday
II a.m. & 6
Worships
FIRST BAPTIST
7
Wednesday
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WAIMEA CHAPEL APAR CHURCH
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
11,00 a.m
Morning Service
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IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
900 a.m
Bible Study
10,30 cm
Worship

CALVARY TEMPLE
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11,00 a.m. & 6,30 p.m.
Worship
Wed. Evening & Youth Service 7,00 p.m.
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930 a.m.
10 15 a.m
600 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Wed Bible Study
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7:00 pm
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
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Sunday Night
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Wednesday Night
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6,00 p.m
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
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(Sunday & Wednesdays(
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EPISCOPAL
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COLE'S CAMPGROUND
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MURRAY FIRST UNITED
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PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
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7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
11,00 a.m
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UNITED PENTECOSTAL
GOSHEN METHODIST
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Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
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Wednesday Youth Service 6,30 p.m
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TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9,00 a m
Sunday School
1003 a m
Preaching

AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
MURRAY CHURCH
1408 Sycarnove St
9.45 a.m
Sunday School
10.00 a.m & 5,00 p.m
Sundays
10,45 a.m
Morning Worship
6,00 p.m
MURRAY RESTORATION
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6:30 p.m.
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Wednesday Worship
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For as the body apartfrom the spirit is dead,
so faith apartfrom works is dead.
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Sunday Morning
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Sunday Evening
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UNITY OF FAITH FELLO
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7
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CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
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7
&
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7 p.m
Wed Bible Study
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H
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What would Jesus say to a friend in grief?
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at
University Church of Christ
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of
Travis, homecoming queen of
Calloway County High School,
with her attendants, Whitney Price,
SOCA Stonecipher, Melanie Heltsley. LaDonna Boren and Krista
Doran. The Liam won 33-0 over
Fulton County in the homecoming football game. The photo was
by Staff Photographer Mark Young.
Published is a picture of Morgan Blankenship, homecoming
queen of Murray High School,
with her attendants, Crystal Luffman, Jeanne Maddox, Ashley
Starks and Kim Howard. The Tigers
won 38-6 over Fulton City in the
homecoming football game. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Scott Nanney.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of some
of the Calloway County residents
of all ages who joined over 14,000
communities across the nation in
participating in the Walk America. sponsored by the March of
Dimes. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Greg Travis.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 20-6 over Murray
High School Tigers in a football
game.
Births reported include a girl
to Angela and Robert Cotharp and
a boy to Donna and Robert Miller,
Oct. 8.
30 years ago
Construction workers will be
working 6 days a week, every
daylight hour. on the pedestrian
overpass and rerouting of Chestnut Street on the Murray State
University campus in an attempt
to open Chestnut Street traffic as
soon as possible, according to
Robert Hodges, district highway
engineer with Reidland office of
Kentucky Bureau of Highways
Department of Transportation.
Births reported include a boy

to Mr and Mrs. Ray Boren, Sept.
IS
Mr and Mrs.San Calhoun
were married for 50 years Oct.
2.
40 years ago
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has received notification that
A grant of $500,000 has been earmarked for the hospital for •
planned 50-bed extension. Over
half-million must be raised in
matching funds
M.O. Wrather, acting president
of Murray State University, and
Dr. J.M. Dodson, executive secretary of Kentucky Education Association, will be speakers at the
meeting of First District Education Association at Murray State
University on Oct, 13,
50 years ago
Residents of Calloway County
drew a total of $26,745 in public assistance for September. This
was $23,114 for old age assistance; $2,374 for aid to dependent children; $162 to needy blind,
and $1,095 for permanent-total
disabled, according to V.E. Barnes
of Economic Security Commissioner.
District 4-H Achievement winners from Calloway County were
Donna Ruth Grogan in leadership
and June Foy in foods.
60 years ago
Mason heirs, Dr. Or K. Mason
and Mrs. Patricia Drake, have proposed that the sale of Murray
Hospital at public auction on Oct.
27 be stopped. It is their wish
that the institution shall continue
to serve the people of Murray and
Calloway County as a hospital
and proper deeding the $400,000
hospital to serve for permanent
Use.

Elected as cheerleaders for the
Kirksey High School Eagles were
Marilyn Walker, Mary Ellis, Evelyn Kirkland and Clayton Riley.

By The Associated Press
ing World War I.
Today is Friday, Oct. 12, the
In 1933, bank robber John
285th day of 2007. There are 80 Dillinger escaped from a jail in
days left in the year.
Allen County, Ohio, with the help
Today's Highlight in History:
of his gang, who killed the sherOn Oct, 12, 1492 (Old Style iff. Jess Sarber.
calendar; Oct. 21 New Style),
In 1935, opera star Luciano
Christopher Columbus arnved with Pavarotti was born in Modena.
his expedition in the present-day , Italy.
Bahamas.
In 1942, President Franklin
On this date:
Roosevelt delivered one of his
In 1915, English nurse Edith "fireside chats" in which he recCavell was executed by the Ger- ommended the drafting of 18- and
mans in occupied Belgium dur- 19-year-old men.

Girl is being pursued by boy
who's determined to a fault
DEAR ABBY: I am 14 and has been following you, and
in high school. There's this that must stop, too. Then inform
boy, "Jori.• who has liked me your parents what's been going
for a long time. Recently a on, and let them tell Jon's parfriend of his asked inc if I'd ents the attention you're receivever consider being Jon's girl- ing from their son is unwantfriend. I told him no. I said ed.
I liked Jon, just not in that
Years ago, people used to
way. Obvi- think that the behavior you
ously,
the have described was just part
friend told of young love. Since the early
Jon.
'90s, however, members of law
My prob- enforcement and the mental
lem is Jon health community have come
is now act- to realize that individuals who
ing obses- behave the way Jon does may
sive toward be mentally unbalanced. In your
me. He calls case, this may be just a teenage
me almost crush, but if Jon doesn't leave
Jy every
day
you alone, your family may
me have to involve the police.
telling
By Abigail
he
WILL
Van Boron
make me his
DEAR ABBY: My husband
girlfriend someday.
and I celebrated our 50th
Abby. I am friends with anniversary a few weeks ago.
Jon's ex-girlfriend, "Sara," and Last spring we jokingly said
that's one reason I said no. that we would have to throw
The second reason is that Sara the party for ourselves because
confided in me that she broke no one else would. We took
up with Jon because he had all kids, spouses and grandbegun to abuse her. The third kids on a cruise over the sumis that I'm just not interested. mer because that's when the
Jon follows me around the kids were out of school.
school when he thinks I don't
Well, our big day arrived.
know. He has even followed One daughter sent flowers,
me home. I don't know what another bought a ham -- for
to do about this, so please me to cook. One son called
print my letter. -- BEING to say "Happy Anniversary.'
STALKED IN VANCOUVER, The other son forgot.
B.C.
I have been so depressed
DEAR BEING STALKED: ever since that I break down
You Cannot be "friends' with in tears several times a day.
Jon, because he doesn't regard Not one of our children thought
you in that way. The next time our 50th was important enough
he calls, tell him he must stop to contact the siblings and say,
calling, and that you know he "Hey, let's take Morn and Dad
out to dinner on this special
occasion." Am I wrong to feel
hurt? How can I get beyond
this? -- HURT BEYOND
In 1960, Soviet premier NikiWORDS IN TEXAS
ta Khrushchev disrupted a U.N.
DEAR HURT BEYOND
General Assembly session by
WORDS: Your children may
pounding his desk with a shoe when
a speaker criticized his country.
have been under the impresIn 1968, the Summer Games sion that the cruise you took
of the 19th Olympiad officially
them on during the summer
opened in Mexico City.
was all the celebration you
In 1976, it was announced in
had in mind. If so, then your
China that Hua Guofeng had been
problem is not one of negnamed to succeed the late Mao
lect; it was one of poor comZedong as chairman of the Communication.
munist Party.
The way to move beyond
this is to dry your tears and
resolve that you and your husband will schedule a romantic getaway for just the two
of you. That way there will
be no disappointments.

Dear

TO MY MUSLIM READERS: A happy Eid al-Fitr, one
and all!

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
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DEAR DR. GO'IT: 1 am All
88-year-old male in reasonably
good health 1 base nu heart problems, cancer
dlabein. I do
have low blood pressure and have
never Mailed or done drugs.
I have reflux, and my gastroenterologist referred
inc to a vass
cular surgeon
in June for
further invesligation. The
surgeon had a
CT scan done,
sy h i c h
revealed that 1
have
an
Dr GOtt abdominal
aortic
aneurysm that
By
Dr Peter Gott is 5.34 centimeters
in
SIZt.

He recommended that I have
an endovascular repair, which he
said was much less invasive than
open surgery. He assured me that
he and his associates have performed over 300 of these procedures over the past several years,
with a 98 percent success record.
I am hesitant about going to
the hospital unless absolutely necessary. While considering this, I
conferred with a close friend who
is a highly esteemed doctor. He
suggests that I have another scan
done in six months to see if it
grows larger. If so. then have the
procedure. If not, continue to monitor it every six months with additional scans.
I am undecided. What is your
opinion?
DEAR READER: An abdominal aortic aneurysms that is 5.5
centimeters in a stretched state is
considered to be the prime indication for surgical intervention or
endovascular repair. If the stretched
artery leaks or bursts, the outcome can be disastrous. You are

You are South, both sides vulnerable, and the bidding has gone:
North
East
West
South
1•
Oble
What would you bid with each of
the following five hands?
I.•KJ98 AQ84 +5+ Q752
2.+ Q842 V 1(93•165 Q87
3.*965•K762•10 419543
4. *74 95•Q86532 4. A62
5.•Alit•13•874•AQ9854
•
.
I. Redouble. When partner opals
the bidding and the next player doubles, you normally take one of the
following actions: You pass, indicating a poor to moderate hand with no
convenient call to make; you hid a
suit, provided you have less than 10
high-card points; you bid one
notrump to show a balanced hand of
six to nine points; or you redouble to
show 10 or more high-card points.
The redouble does not necessarily
promise support for partner's suit,
but instead announces that the doubler is caught between two good
hands and that it might be possible to
exact a substantial penalty. Usually
the opener passes at his next turn in
order to allow the redoubler to show
the true nature of his hand.
2. One notrump. This is a typical
one-notrump response indicating six
to nine points and scattered values. If
you were to pass instead, you'd

42 Foot the bill
44 Toy on a string
47 Cure salmon
51 Not elite
54 Impeded
56 "— -Breaky
Heart"
57 Great Lakes
port
58 Lilly of pharmaceuticals
59 The one here
60 Vitality
61 Decide on

1 Melodrama
shout
4 Beowulf's drink
8 Zip
12 Driving hazard
13 Lot size, often
14 Fat cat's victim
15 Music genre
(2 was)
17 Wooded hollow
18 Cut flowers
19 River source
21 Triumphant cry
23 Washing
machine phase
27 College credit
30 Face part
33 Teacup rim
34 Maine, from
Utah
35 Reunion crowd
36 Docile
37 Ernesto
Guevera
38 Sanskrit cousin
39 Hoopla
40 Accolades

ethodist
S annual
flown as
nday.
-e will be
y School

To operate or
not to operate?

1 Switch
positions
Catcall
Leer
Quagmire
Environmental
prefix
6 Lean backward
7 Hockey feint
8 Hot rum drink
9 Fruit cooler
10 Less than one
2
3
4
5

MI5
13

probably find it impossible to show
the type of hand you have at your _
next tum.
3. Pass. Lacking the appropriate
values for any other call, you should
take refuge in silence despite your
singleton diamond. The odds are that
West will bid in response to his partner's double. If West passes, your
partner can still rescue himself from
one tiliamoad doubled if he so
4. Three diamonds. This is a preemptive bid, pure and simple, indicating lots of diamonds and poor
defensive values. The purpose of the
pre-empt is to make it difficult for
the opponents to exchange information. There is good reason to think
that East-West might have a game in
spades or hearts.
5. Redouble. Again you apply the
principle discussed earlier to tell
partner that you have at least /0
high-card points. That takes precedence over bidding your clubs at this
point.
It would be correct to bid two clubs
over East's double if your ace of
spades were a low spade. But
because the spade ace brings your
high-card count to II points, you
should redouble rather than bid two
clubs. Note also that if you did bid
two clubs over the double, it would
not be forcing.

MUMMU
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110 MOM OUM 0111
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MMUN OMM MOO@
@MOM =MEM
MMU MAU
MEMO MMOO
M@MM MUO EIMMO
UMM menu ma
UM MO@ DUO 00
OMMUMM UMMMOM
MEMO
MOM
11 Hair-styling
goo
16 Sears rival
20 Chuck
Yeager, e.g
22 "Diana" singer
111110

Ea
I
12

Ofl the borderline. I du not know
you or your doctor friend, but 1
recommend that you have the
aneurysm repaired. That's what 1
would choose were I in your powLet me know your ultimate
decision.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Your
response telling your reader that
you, nurses and primary care physiclans are "very stressed and busy"
is a bunch of bull. Do you not
still realize that you arc dealing
with sick people? My doctor
always takes the tune to call me
personally, give me my Woodwork results and all other results!
If this doctor, nurse and you are
too busy to take care of your,
patients in a respectful manner,
considering we, the patients, are
paying the bill, then you are in
the wrong field and should advise.:
them to find a doctor and appropriate staff that could take care
of them more professionally.
You really disappointed me in
your response, and I have no:
intention of reading your column.
again. You, as every other physician, nurse, tech, etc., need to.
listen and understand, as "professionals." that manners can and do
help us all. Glad you're not my'
doctor.
DEAR READER: Actually, I
am also glad I'm not.
Had you been a regular reader of my column, you would have.
known that I do not endorse laziness or rudeness in nurses, doctors — or me. But I think it's
important for patients (and readers of my column) to understand.
that the stresses in modern medicine are extreme. I never said
that medical professionals are too'
busy to be respectful to patients.
But I hope that patients will work ,
closely and respectfully with their .
doctors and be able to procure
appropriate one-on-one care when
needed.
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24 Modeling
medium
25 Hobble
26 Rapier
27 Mild expletive
28 Island near
Kauai
29 Drew on
31 Heating fuel
32 Crop
36 Kitchen herb
38 Tire pressure
meas
41 Approves
43 Vail
competitor
45 You, formerly
46 James
—Jones
48 Chocolate
cookie
49 Brown seaweed
50 Work in the
newsroom
51 Caress
52 I, for Wolfgang
53 Tai — chuan
55 Farrow of
"Zelsgif
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Rules on religious
expreUions for flag
certificates changed
WASHINGTON (API -- A
17-year-old Eagle Scout wanting to honor his grandfather's
"love of God, country and family" with a flag flown over the
U.S. Capitol has helped remove
a ban on the word "God" in certificates that accompany these
flags.
The acting Architect of the
Capitol, Stephen Ayers, said
Thursday he was revising
guidelines on Capitol flag certificates because it was "beyond
the scope of this agency's
responsibilities to censor MeS.
sages front member. of
Congress."
Last week Rep

Michael
Turner, R-Ohio, protested upon
learning that the Architect's
office had removed the word
"God" from the certificate of
authenticity accompanying a
Andress
17-year-old
flag
Larochelle of Dayton wanted to
give his grandfather.
The boy had asked that the
certificate read: "This flag was
flown in honor of Marcel
Larochelle, my grandfather, for
his dedication and love of God,
country and family."
But the Architect excised
"God"from the inscription, saying it violated a policy, set in
2003. banning religious and
political expressions on the certificates.
by
led
Lawmakers,
since
have
Republicans,
demanded that policy be
changed
House
practice,
The
John
leader
Republican
Buchner. R -Ohio, wrote in a letter Wednesday to House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.,
"has rightly drawn outrage from
the American people, who have

Assistance available for farmers

Turner
that he was asking the
Architect's office to reissue the
certificate for Andrew with the
onginal wording. The issue was
important, Turner said, because
there are numerous references
to God in the Capitol — from
the morning prayers to inscriptions on the walls — and the
Architect's policy was "placing
all of these references at risk."
The flag program began in
1937 and today there are workers from the Architect's office
constantly raising and lowering
flags, sometimes indoors as
well as outdoors, to meet some
100,(X)0 requests a year.
Turner said that despite the
rules change he was going
ahead with proposed legislation
that would permanently allow
the acknowledgment of God in
accompanying
certificates
Capitol flags. Sen. Jim DeMint,
R-S.C.. is sponsoring an identical act in the Senate.

SUPER SPECIAL!

All producers,
race, sex, religion, color, age,
national origin, marital status,
politics, or handicap shall have
an opportunity to request cost
sharing.

disaster. Approval
measures may include:
-- Installing pipelines or
other facilities for livestock
water or existing imgation systems for orchards and vineyards

BORN TODAY
Nancy Kerrigan (1969),
Singer Ashanti (1980), Olympic ice skater
comedian Lenny Bruce (1925)
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*1,urray all-terrain vehicle daredevils Dillon Starks, left, and Grantt Damell, right, display trophies and placards honoring their
,4;nampionship performance in the World PowerSports Association's AN Tour that was televised on ESPN this summer. Both
took first place in different class divisions.

MURRAY BOYS TAKE FIRST-PLACE IN NATIONALLY TELEVISED AN EVENT
By TOM BERRY

arate racing events, but both youngsters
Staff Writer
have also participated in ATV events in
Four-wheeling daredevils Dillon Starks Pittsburgh, Pa., New Jersey, Oklahoma and
cir' yam Darnell are making a name for other major cities across the region and the
.03am:re-Iva& and putting Murray and country.
Calloway County on the map in the world of
Darnell started riding even earlier than
all-terrain vehicle racing.
Starks.
-'' Although Starks is only 12 and Darnell is
"I've ridden bikes since I was seven, but
15, both have been practicing their award- I didn't ride four-wheelers until I was I,"
4inning skills for years and recently took he said. "I like to do both."
first place honors in different class events in
Darnell even tried to get a part in a
an ESPN-televised ATV event, proving they nationally-distributed ATV movie series last
know what they are doing on a dirt track ... year.
en if they don't have a license to drive a
"It was 'Huevos Nine,— Darnell said.
car.
"I'm thinking about shooting for the tenth
Starks said he's been practicing his skills one too."
since he was eight years old. But why does
Starks has yet to try his skills in a movie,
he do it? For the same reason everyone else but he's not just revving his engine at the
does.
starting line either.
"It's fun," he says, shyly admitting he
"I haven't been in any movies or anyeven gets a little wild and crazy behind the thing, but last year I ran in the HEVA series
wheel, but not to the point of hurting him- and placed fourth in it,- he said.
self.
In July, both riders participated in the
"It's just something 1 like to do and I World PowerSports Association's (WPSA)
think I'm good at it." he added.
ATV Tour that was televised nationwide and
Starks and Darnell have competed in sep- both came away with first place honors.
The WPSA's ATV Championship Tour is

North America's premier professional ATV
racing circuit, featuring QuadM X,
QuadTerrain and SuperSport Pro series
action as well as more.dhan
amateur
classes for adults, women and children,
according to the WPSA Web site.
Starks said he and Darnell are members
of the WPSA's Kentucky subsidiary.
"It was a WPSA event sponsored by
WPSA in Kentucky with Jack Link," he
said. "We both placed, but in different categories."
The race featured events involving differing types of ATV engine sizes and custom
builds. Darnell's vehicle is built with only
"factory" parts while Starks uses at least
some "after-market" equipment.
Starks said he wasn't sure when he
would race next; however Darnell took to
the track during an event recently in
Bowling Green and is planning others soon.
Both practice here at home at the Murray
Supercross and Darnell has a track in his
back yard. Starks and Darnell also don their
helmet and riding gloves for races right here
in Murray at the William "Bill" Cherry
Expo Center on College Farm Road.
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NATIONAL LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
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Mountain High

ROCKIES GET TO BRANDON WEBB EARLY IN WIN

FF4

PHOENIX (AP) — In Troy
ulowitzki's view, Justin Upton
as out of line not once but
ice.
First, Upton stared down Jeff
the
rancis,
winner
in
olorado's 5-1 victory over
.zona in the opener of the NL
ampionship series Thursday
ht, after getting plunked by a
• ngeup in the seventh inning.
Then, he rolled his right
older into second baseman
. Matsui while trying to break
a double play, which resulted
interference call that ignitan eight-minute delay when
y fans threw bottles onto
lowitzki's anger at Upton
't for diking out Matsui.
I always respect guys that go
second hard," the Rockies
'e shortstop said after
ado's 18th win in 19
"Whether or not it was
'ght call. I'm not sure. But I
't really have a problem with

ure
ry

lowitzki did take excephowever, to Upton stanng
Francis. who outpitched
ace Brandon Webb and
just one canted run on
hits in 6 2-3 innings

"There's a man on first, no
one's out. It was a change-up.
The last thing Jeff's trying to do
is hit a guy," Tulowitzki said. "I
just thought he stared him down
a little bit too long."
Down 5-1, Arizona put runners at runners at first and second with no outs in the seventh.
Angie Ojeda bounced to third
baseman Garrett Atkins, who
threw to second baseman
Matsui.
Upton, running from first
base, slid over second base and
then rolled his right shoulder
into Matsui's left leg, knocking
the infielder to the ground.
Second base umpire Larry
Vanover immediately called
Upton out for interference,
resulting in a double play.
"I was just playing the game.
I did what I was supposed to do,"
Upton said. 'That's what you're
taught to do when you slide is
pop up."
Vaisover wasn't buying that
explanation.
"You had obvious intent on
the part of the runneeito break up
the double play. and when ii
turns into intentional, that's
when he's out for interference,"
he said.
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DAVID PHILLIP / AP
Arizona's Justin Upton is called for interference as he takes
out Rockies' second baseman Kazuo Matsui during the seventh inning in Game 1 of the NLCS in Phoenix Thursday

ile Murray State version of Midnight Madness will be held on
Oct. 27 from 10 a.m. to II a.m. The annual event, known better as
Fan Jam will be held at the Regional Special Events Center this yea'
and fans are encouraged to attend,
Fan Jam is a MSU basketball tradition in which students and fans
get a first hand look at the Racer men's and
IIwomen's teams and admission for the general public is free.
Fan Jam will feature Billy Kennedy and the
men's team, along with Jody Adams and the
women's team. Fans will have a chance to participate in an interactive '3-point contest. Both the
Racers and Lady Racers will have a 10-minute
scnmmage, followed by an autograph session.
The Murray State men's team was picked
fourth in the preseason conference poll Wednesday
at the Ohio Valley Conference Media Day. The
women's team was picked third overall.
Bruce Carter has earned preseason first team
honors. Carter, a 6-foot-4 guard led the team in
sconng at 12.1 points per game and ranked second
in rebounding at 5.4 rebounds per game.
Both Amber Guffey and Ashley N. Hayes were
named to the preseason team Wednesday. Last season, Guffey ranked among league leaders in points
(13.0 ppg), assists (4.26 apg), free throw percentage (84.1) and 3point field goal percentage (40.3).
Hayes was third on the team with 12.5 points per game. She also
brought down 6.8 rebounds.
Following Fan Jam, the Racer football team will play Eastern
Kentucky at noon at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Both basketball programs have exhibition games scheduled fca
Nov. 3 at the RSEC.The Lady Racers host Christian Brothers at 5:30

III

KENTUCKY FOOTBALL

Top-ranked LSU
returns to site of
`Bluegrass miracle'
TEAMS SQUARE OFF IN LEXINGTON
FOR FIRST TIME SINCE 2002 PLAY
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
From the miracle of 2002 to the
massacre of 2006, Louisiana
State has found no shortage of
ways to beat Kentucky.
It's fitting that the Tigers (60,
3-0
Southeastern
Conference), who suit up for a
game as the nation's top-ranked
team for just the second time
since 1959, will debut their new
ranking in Lexington. That's the
site of arguably the most famous
play in school history.
The Wildcats have lost four
in a row in the series dating back
to 1999, but the last time these
teams met at Commonwealth
Stadium, Kentucky's fans
stormed the field, thinking
Kentucky had prevailed.
Turned out it was a false
alarm as Devery Henderson
caught a tipped pass as time
expired for a 75-yard, gamewinning touchdown. It's still
known in Baton Rouge as the
"Bluegrass Miracle."
"I've seen that play so
much," said Henderson, now
with the New Orleans Saints. "I
mean after it happened, I saw it
every day for two weeks
straight, every day. I didn't get
tired of seeing it."
The No. 17 Wildcats (5-1, II) and their fans did get tired of
it, but more of a concern for
them is last year's matchup,
when they headed to Baton
Rouge and were pounded 49-0.
Both teams went onto win
bowl games — the first for
Kentucky since 1984 — but that
thumping was easily the low
point.
"Clearly
we're
better
equipped now than we were
when we played them last year,"
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks
said. "I don't think there's a
question about that. We're a
much better football team, but
we haven't seen a team yet this
year that is going to give us the
problems this team will."
The Tigers are the only team
in the nation to surrender fewer
than 200 yards a game (197).
They also average just 9.33
points allowed per game,second
nationally. That adds up to a No.
I ranking, although coach Les
Miles tends to downplay such
things.
"I am complimented by that
but I don't make much of it,"
Miles said. "Frankly, it is like

fficials stepping
Ip security around

Commonwealth
LEX1NG'TON,Ky.(AP)—
Commonwealth
Stadium
won't be the only placed filled
with plenty of the color blue
on Saturday when No. 17
tucky hosts No. 1 LSU.
.There will be additional
bers of city, state and unity police on patrol in the
hborhoods around the stabefore and after the
to look for parking vioand unruly behavior,
veral other security
sores have also been
after residents cornabout fan conduct feting Kentucky's victory
Louisville earlier this
n.
e university has opened
parking areas, the city
given "no parking" signs
residents and repaint:yellow no-parking areas
d the stadium so they are
y visible.
e all want to celebrate
success of our winning
team, but we want to
in a way that is safe for
one and respects out
hborhoods."
said
ington
mayor
Jim
berry.
measures will remain
place for the remainder of
tucky home games this,
on.
being ahead at halftime. It is one
of the scores that you don't care
about. It is at the end of the
game and end of the season that
you care about."
The Wildcats haven't played
the nation's No. I-ranked team
since losing to Tennessee in
1998 or beaten one since
Mississippi in 1964.
Kentucky certainly has the
offense to chip into some of
LSU's defensive eye-popping
stats, including one of the
nation's top quarterbacks, Andre
However,
Woodson.
the
Wildcats' offense relies on its
balance, and top rusher Rafael
Little may be sidelined with a
deep thigh bruise.
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Racer Football'07
GAME 6: MURRAY STATE VS. EASTERN ILLINOIS
Saturday, Oct. 13 • 3 p.m. • Roy Stewart Stadium
Quick Facts
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A WIN OVER EASTERN ILLINOIS WOULD SNAP 17-GAME OVC
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The Murray High JV Boys Soccer Team won the Graves County High School JV Soccer Tournament on Saturday, Oct.
6. They defeated Paducah Tilghman 5-1, Mayfield 2-0, and Graves County 1-0 in the championship game. Team members are: (front row) Niko Sikkel, Kyle Lewis, Cullen Balthrop, Michael Orr, Ryan Greer, Rob DeBoer, Salar Ardebili,
Landon Russell;(back row) Coach Zak Taylor, Alex Bokeno, Will Doran, Ryan Miller, Mark Stubblefield, John Cohoon,
Jordan Smith, Darius Nabavi, Coach Nathan Grafton. Not pictured: Zach Lambert, Stephen Arnold, Nathan Kennedy,
and Brandon Kipphut.
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Tigers return to field after
break to mourn lost teammate
•
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MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP)
end off before preparing to host
. Tommy West gave his Memphis Middle Tennessee (1-5) in the
• Tigers a couple days off, hoping teams' first game since 1954.
a break would help them deal
"My goal was to have this
with the emotions of losing a team rested both mentally and
teammate in an on-campus physically," West said. "I think
shooting.
we were still feeling the effects,
' On Saturday, he'll find out if both ways, emotionally and
'it helped.
physicalI y."
The Tigers(2-3) went out and
It hasn't been much easier
beat Marshall 24-21 on Oct 2, since they returned.
less than 48 hours after Taylor
Four men were arrested earliBradford was shot and killed er this week in connection with
--_during a robbery attempt. It also the scout team defensive line'was their third game in II days man's death, and the Tigers
for the Tigers, who were physi- attended a memorial service for
cally and emotionally drained.
Bradford on Wednesday.
So West gave them last week
West still has to deal with
quarterback questions just like
Middle Tennessee thanks to
injuries. West isn't sure if
Martin Hankins will play after a
hip injury that put Will Hudgens
on the field for the victory over
Marshall.
Hankins hurt his hip in a 35TV, radio
31 loss to Arkansas State on
TODAY
Sept. 27 and finally practiced by
AUTO RACING
mid-week. Hudgens stepped in
3 p.m.
ESPN2 — NASCAR, Busch Series,
against Marshall and threw for a
pole qualifying for Dollar General 300,
career-high 346 yards and two
at Concord, N C
touchdowns.
5 p.m.
ESPN2 — NASCAR, Nextel Cup,
West said he isn't trying to
"Happy Hour Series," final practice for
create a controversy.
Bank of America 500. at Concord. N C
"We'll see which one of them
7 p.m.
ESPN2 — NASCAR, Busch Series.
I think we need to win the game,
Dollar General 300, at Concord, N C
which one of them I think would
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
be the best. If (Hankins) is not,
7 p.m.
ESPN — Hawaii at San Jose Si
then he might be in a backup
GOLF
1 p.m.
Champions
Tour, Admmistaff
TGC —
Small Business Classic, first round at
Spring Texas
3 pint
TGC — PGA Tour. Frys com Open.
srord round at Las Vegas
8:30 p.m.
TGC — LPGA, Samsung VVorld
Champronship. second round, at Palm
Desen. Calif (same-day tape)
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
FOX — ALCS, Cleveland at Boston
9:15 p.m.
TBS — NLCS. Colorado at Arizona

Locally
PREP FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
WNBS 1340 AM—Murray High at
Fulton County

Correction

Wake Forest
rallies to beat
No. 21 Florida
State again

role in this game," West said.
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.
Middle Tennessee coach
Rick Stockstill is in a similar sit- (AP) — Riley Skinner wasn't
uation.
good enough to play for the
Freshman Dwight Dasher has
Florida State Seminoles. Once
taken over the Blue Raiders
again, he proved talented
offense in recent weeks, and the
enough to help Wake Forest
change has brought a new
beat them.
dimension and optimism.
Skinner's 35-yard touchFilling in for injured Joe
down pass to Kenneth Moots
Craddock, Dasher has thrown
in the fourth quarter led the
five touchdown passes in six
Demon Deacons past No. 21
quarters. Now,Craddock, who is
Florida State 24-21 on
recovering from a back injury, is
Thursday night and helped the
the one who has to win back his
sophomore
quarterback
starting position.
improve to 2-0 against his
"Each is a day to cam your
right to move ahead of somehomestate school that didn't
one," Stockstill said. "... Dwight
recruit him.
has done a phenomenal job of
"We needed that for Wake
protecting the football. When
Forest this year (because) a lot
(Craddock) gets healthy, he has
of people doubted us, we hadto do a better job than what
n't really won real pretty,"
Dasher is doing or has been
Skinner said. "We needed that
doing in order to pass him."
for our confidence and to show
Dasher has completed 43-ofwe're for real."
78 passes for a 122.4 average
without an interception. He also
Skinner completed 19 of 27
is averaging 43.8 yards rushing
passes for 215 yards and two,
per game. Taron Henry and
touchdowns for the Demon
Patrick Honeycutt are the leadDeacons (4-2, 3-1 Atlantic
ing receivers.
Coast Conference).
His performance has already
The defending league
caught the attention of Memphis
champs
rallied in the second
coach Tommy West.
half to follow up last year's
"He's explosive running the
stunning
30-0 rout in
ball," West said. "I thought he
Tallahassee by claiming the
threw the ball better against
first consecutive wins over the
Virginia than he did the week
Seminoles (4-2, 1-2) in school
before, getting some experihistory.
ence."
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Sunday's Games
Minnesota at Chicago. Noon
St. Louis at Baltimore. Noon
Philadelphia at N V Jets, Noon
Miami at Cleveland, Noon
Washington at Green Bay, Noon
Cincinnati at Kansas City. Noon
Tennessee at Tampa Bay, Noon
Houston at Jacksonville. Noon
Carolina at Arizona. 305 p.m.
New England at Dallas, 3,15 p.m.
Oakland at San Diego, 3 15 p.m
New Orleans at Seattle, 715 p.m.
Openr Buffalo, Indianapolis, Pittsburgh,
Denver, Detroit, San Francisco
Monday's Game
NY Giants at Atlanta, 730 p.m

WORLD SERIES
Wednesday, Oct. 24
National League at American League.
(n)
Thursday, Oct. 25
NL at AL,(n)
Saturday, Oct. 27
AL at NL,(n)
Sunday. Oct. 28,
AL at NL.
Monday, Oct. 29
AL at NL. if necessary.(n)
Wednesday, Oct. 31
NL at AL, if necessary, (n)
Thursday, Nov. 1
NL at AL, if necessary, (n)

Schuerholz steps
aside as Atlanta's GM
ATLANTA(AP) — Fourteen
straight division titles. Five trips
to the World Series. And just one
regret.
John Schuerholz stepped
aside Thursday after 17 years as
general manager of the Atlanta
Braves wishing his team had
captured more than one Series
title during their unprecedented
run of division titles.
Otherwise, he's perfectly content with his legacy.
"What else is there?" said
Schuerholz, who will become
team president and tum over the
GM duties to his right-hand man,
Frank Wren. "It would have

been, unequivocally, the cornplete validation of the grand
nature of this franchise. Nobody
could have said anything about
the Atlanta Braves and ended the
sentence with the word 'but."
After tuming 67 last week
and admittedly worn down by
the grind of more than a quartercentury as a general manager,
Schuerholz decided it was time
to go.
He'll still be a key figure in
the organization, but will no
longer make the call on decisions such as trades, free-agent
signings and deciding on the 25man roster.

The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting: however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916.

.2008 NISSAN Frontier King Cab SE
--411.;12h
$18,988*

Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

%utimuilic. Al .Non•Ski)
StsRP .5uI.M.5
(*crow $177"

Patricia Klapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

ehysician's Hearing Center
If

National League
Thursday, Oct. 11
Colorado 5, Arizona 1, Colorado
leads series 1-0
Friday, Oct. 12
Colorado (Jimenez 4-4) al Arizona
(Davis 13-12), 9.18 p.m
Sunday, Oct. 14
Arizona (Hernandez II-11) at Colorado
(Fogg 10-9), 7.37 pm
Monday, Oct. 15
Arizona (Owings 8-8) at Colorado
(Morales 3-2), 9 18 p.m
Wednesday, Oct. 17
Arizona at Colorado. 737 p.m., if necessary
Friday, Oct. 19
Colorado at Arizona. 737 p.m., if necessary
Saturday, Oct. 20
Colorado at Arizona. TBD, if necessary

A goal scored in Murray
High's Wednesday night game
with Graves County was incorrectly identified as being
deflected into the goal by MHS
goalkeeper Carly Mathis. The
goal was scored on a cross from
Graves County's Courtney
Graves to Hillary Clapp.

THE BEST DEALS ARE UNDER THE TENT!

7

Posteepon Baseball
All Times CDT
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
Ammican League
Friday, Oct. 12
Cleveland (Sabathta 19-7) at Boston
(Beckett 20-7), 6 10 p
Saturday, Oct. 13
Cleveland (Carmoria 19-8) at Boston
(Schilling 9-8) 721 pm
Monday, Oct. 15
Boston (Matsuzaka 15-12) at Cleveland
(Westbrook 6-9), 6 10 p m
Tuesday. Oct. 16
Boston at Cleveland, 721 p in
Thursday, Oct. 18
Boston at Cleveland. 7:21 p.m
essary
Saturday, Oct. 20
Cleveland at Boston TBD if necessary
Sunday, Oct. 21
Cleveland at Boston TBO if necessary

Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071
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DIRECTOR OF RESPIRATORY
angle Budding with sliding
Sealed proposals tor the tonstruction of a 10 Crut 'V/
Kentucky will he received by
&sirs at the Kyle Orikley Field Airport in Murray.
Board. 544 Airfield lane.
Airport
County
alloway
Jim Fain, Chairman Murray-C
26th, 2007 Bids received
Murray KY 42071 until 215) p ni local tone on October
unripened
returned
be
will
lifter this tune will furl le accepted and
read aloud for the following
At this tone, all proposals will be publicly opened and
de...Moment
Sliding Door.
Provide and Construct 10 l'nit 1711anirsr Building With
as follows
Envelope.. containing oropoaals shall he addreased and identified
KYLE-OAKLEY FIELD AIRPORT
CONSTRUCT 10 UNIT T-HANGAR BUILDING
(.4)NFIDENTIAL.D0 NOT OPEN

Director of Respiratory oversees the
operation/procedures of the respiratory
department which includes the sleep lab.
Director position is a clinical working
manager.
Desire candidate with at least 2 years
experience working as a respiratory
lab
technician in a hospital with sleep
experience. Prefer someone with supervision experience. KY respiratory license
required.

Applications available at
www.Parkway RezionalHospital.com
Send completectapplication to:

fo Jim Earn, Chairman
Murray Calloway County Airport Board
544 Airfield lane
Murray. KY 42071
in the Kyle-Oakley
Proposal. for thy: I'onstruction of the Pniyect are to be opened
.in October 26th. 2007
a-Id Airport "ferminal Building at 2(10 pm , local time
prior to the Bid
ly
inunediete
Chairman
the
Propowils nias hr hand delivered to
ripening
fhlve. Suite 275,
Plans min be obtained from ENTKAN Engineering. M5 Marriott
deposit Direct teleNashville TN :17214 upon payment of gm), a non refundable
Stout
Bill
or
Smith
Chad
Alto
phone line .61S 2:04•2730,
check. cashier's check, or
1.ach seal.' on.posal shall accompanied by•certified
percent of the aggreisfactory. bid bond in, suni that a not leg, than five 15,
Airport Board
County
;ate amount of Ind. pavable to the Murray-f'allowey
and to provide l'ontrilet
I la. successlid bidder will he required to execute Contractif
the bid amount for persurety in an amount equal to one hundred (1001 percent
1100o percent of the. bid
iorniance, arid alond in the amount equal to one hundred
etc
and
material.,
labor,
iirliount guaranteeing the payment of all
to reject any and ell hid,
Right. to waive any formality in any proposed guaranty.
as may be necessary
and to riegotiate with thy apparent low balder to curb extent
arc resersed
.90,calendar days after the
bidder rney withdraw his bid furs penod of ninety
«lieduled citifying time for the receipt • li bids
Me following proviniona apply to this contract
Mates Code.en/Linea 501)
Huy Automata Preferences lTnle 40 U ailed

Parkway Regional Hospital
Attn: Human Resources
2000 Holiday Lane

Fulton, KY 42041
Fax 270-472-8072
..‘11

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position
Representative.
Sales
Advertising
Responsibilities for thig position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and deseloping new accounts
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing, and Public Relations
',Referred. but not required. Salary will be
lisined on education and sates experience.

to Suppliers of G.udis
Foreign Trade Restriction Denial of Publo Works Contracts

to Supplsers of Goods and Services
and Services sitountnere that I 5sny Contracts
Acre.. to L'S ('ontractors .1)(Yf
ud Countries that Deny Procurement Market

4911K PART 301

of

Paid holidays and sacarion. health and dental
plans, salary plus conunission, are all part ot
an excellent benefit package.

ty .Executive Order
Affirmative Action to Ensure Equal Employment Opportuni
1124n and DOI. Regulation Ill'ER PART 601
wide liequirement•t..
Grisernment 1/44,ml:writ and Suspension and Government
Drug free Work i.!,,,, all IteatIlation 49 C Fit PART 29.

971;n4v
Cimiff.

Hoke

gr" The family Jamie ---10
Cantrell would like to extend
rr most
r
sincere appreciation to es-cryof

Us

fine for their thoughts. prayers. and
generasity while we were going thriough
k a very difficult time. Special thank you
Pi, to the Murray Calloway 1
Hospice.
-aisa

g (*minty
lake

DIETING/ So are we.
Salads 0 Sandra Os.
94E 293-3816

JEM Productions
Transfer home movies
8 pictures to DVD
Most formats supported Great gill idea
for
now
Plan
Christmas 270-3288719

Subscribe Today!

POND Stocking?
Thurs., 10/181 The
Fish Truck will be at
Murray SS 10.30t 15 1-800-335-2077
or
anew kyliehtruck corn
THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
then own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
actnnhes

PSYCHIC
READINGS

liargamS

Advice, belp on all
problems of life.
Mn. Ann

270-767-0508

tilt

lb. 1

OSO
Lost ana Fore

MI MO
:

IAEI)(;ERSITI)IES

1

Local Mail
Home Delivery
3 ma.--ULM
4.33.111
3 am.
6 ow --.$52.5*
6
1 yr.--MOO 1 yr.--$IBS'S
Rest of KY/TN
• Portant•leererandr

3

LOST Wrote Cheek
Long haired female
white 8 grey cat 17
years • looks much
younger Old Newburg
Rd 436-2838

Al Oilier Mel
Subeeriptiem
3 ow--MN

12 Tax Preparers
needed for local tax
offices Tax classes
available Call 866554-1040 to register or
to rouse about posi
Pons for experienced
Nix professionals

no-VOA
6 aw.---111&10 6 fres.
I yr.-3119.49 1 yr.-.-$143.1111
Cheek
1
I

Money Order

Visa

MX

,
'TAM

st Address

I I 'ilk
1
Zip
1 State
1
Davtime Ph
1
I.
Mall thir coupon with pat meni
1
Murray Ledger & Ti111011
1
P.O. Boa 1040
1
Murray, KY 42771
or call 12701 7534916

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
Equal Opportunity Employer

I S - SYSTEM
ADMINISTRATOR
Henry County Medical Center i; seeking a
System Administrator who will be responsible for review, evaluation and maintes.
nance of the Medical Center's aatabase
This individual will report directly to the
Director of IS. Individual will work with
vendors regarding upgrades to related
applications.. Individual must be able to
work independently and make sound judgments. Must also be able to work with
other IS analysts.

Itr
* itr

A cried needs you,
Become a foster par
ont, up to $38/day
270-443WKUMFS

AVON part-Urns help
877-420needed
6567

Allir

November 11, 2007
In Honor of
Tom Berry

-yr?

nehsilc. nt4 ill listings

leg

k NI (he phoeleori cool

pi:tied through
the Murray Ledger
& times Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you

it

Aircraft Carrier USS Midway
(1978-1979)

ale

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you, Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL time position
available for busy docSend
office.
tor's
resume to P.O. Box
KY
Murray,
205,
42071.
GREEN Acres is currently hinng for the folpositions:
lowing
RN/LPN 2P-10P lull
run6A-2P
SRNA
time Anyone interested in becoming part of
our team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care. 402 W
Fadhing St , Mayfield.
KY 42066
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time -flexible
schedule- 7 days a
week
$9hr after paid training
•• Benefits
1 -888-974-JOBS
T079100207

2

4( A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY

•Itr

Naval Special Warfare
Command: SEAL Team 2
(1929-1984)

photo, 20 word limit)
0 Only $II per spot • lone person per
Double spots: S18•(40 word limit)

5:00 p.m.
Deadline: Mari, November 2nd at
secl stamped
Bring payment. photo this form. along with a self-addres
1.Mor mail to Murray
envelope during office hours Mon -Fr, 7 300A-5.00
KY 42071
Ledger end Tyros. Attn. Classrheds. P.O Box 1040, Murray,

I

In Honor or In Memory (circle ctie)

t

Name of Veteran:
Rank.
Branch of Service:
Date of Service:
Message

%Your Name
-.
4,

Phone:
Mee INIT1

IM MIN

I
.

150
Articles
For Sale

Calloway Count
Pictorial History
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

• Enroll your child now!

• Evening Child Care

ei

available for ages 2 - 10 years
Mondays - Thursdays
4:00-9:30 p.m.
Contact director at

809-3899

411

MORTGAGE
Protection Specidist
$50K+++FT/PT
call 270-293-0452

41i

Or E-mail
come scarboroughtmurraystate edu

4‘,

JAZZY Power Electric
Chair. Real good condition. $800. 227-4439
Laminate flooring $.59
sq ft 3 colors-oak,
maple, cherry. 100
boxes 270-443-4590

NEW pool table, never
used, 1--slate, solid
MMus
wood, carved legs, felt, _
NOW taking applicaacc, package, retails
tions for all positions
$4.500, selling for
WILL clean out tree
and all shifts. Apply
07 Hot tub, brand new
sell
$1,500, must
storage bins, houses,
per6-7
In person at Sonic
package.
in
(573)300-1031
garages, attic for anyDrive-1n. 217 S. 12th
01 )010. digital,
lots
son,
,
thing of value. 270
Overstock oak kit
St., Murray, KY. No
ozoneator. water fall,
564-7575 or 270-226
cabinets. Big savings.
phone calls.
cover. retail 57.300,
9412
4590
$3.600. 270-443sell
must
PIT Volunteer coordiREPO Buildings•• fac(573)300-1031
nator. 15 hours/wk
Coalmen
tory has (3) arch style
Degree or experience
12- ceramic tile $.39
Candidates must have a minimum of 4
steel buildings for
in human service-relatsq ft 270-443-4590
or
SQL
ft
Microso
with
nce
sale
years experie
immediate
ed field. experience
hardpre-finished
3/4"
ration
administ
e
Must
databas
30x38/45x72.
similar relational
supervising managing
$1 59 sq
floortng
wood
rver
multi-se
a
in
0
800sell. Call Bill
and technical support
and coordinating volft 270-443-4590
752-0431
403
941-1140
mission-cntical environment. Prefer canunteers, strong com6
fence.
link
CHAIN
with
ics
degree
Salearain
year
Computer
RESTAURANT
munication skills, profididate who has a four
pieces: 8'x6' each, Equipment: S/S hood
Netwoling
ciency in Microsoft
major course work in computer science or
$200
gate.
e
latchabl
of
tion
Pali &laptop
w/fire extinguisher sysOffice Send resume
related field or equivalent combina
323-578complete.
tem. $2.300. Stove, with lob-related refertraining and experience and I year of
5556. 270-759-1752
MINA COMPUTERS
$600. S/S table. $600.
ences to CASA, 305
healthcare expenence.
At. Certified
20' Tables,
CHEROKEE
chairs,
4
Street.
4th
North
n
Technicia
gooseneck trader with
Display
$10/each.
Murray KY 42071. by
Henry County Medical Center offers an
repairs
Service/
dovetail 8 ramps. case, 5450.270-56410/22/07.
excellent compensation and benefit pack759.3556
capacity.
14.000lb
7575
SIRLOIN Stockade is
age. Interested candidates should mail or
$2.850
14
now hiring a full-time.
SATELLITE System
email resumes to:
bumper
18'
l
Load-Trai
Vilaito Buy
FREE
day time dishwasher
pull trailer with dovetail
Get a 4-room FREE.
Please apply in perHenry County
9.000lb
ramps.
8
ANTIQUES Call Larry
FREE DVR or HD
son No phone calls
on it,
mounted
winch
753-3633
upgrade. FREE 6
TRUCK dnvers Local
$2,000
months of HD proBUYING
company Good starlck with
goosene
2011
ve/HD
gramming
Junk cars, trucks and
ing pay 8 benefits
8 ramps,
dovetail
upgrade. Get months 3
Home weekends 2 tractors 436-5235
$1.600
8
HBO
FREE of
years OTR expenence
BUYING old U.coin
437-4295. 227-6611
Cinemax.
Its col8
pocket
489-213
and
ER
PUT
COM
dic
Orthopae
BUSY
prom
CINDERELLA
Programming starts at
lections. 293-6999
parents
Operator Data
WORKING
practice located in
dresses. 1 size 4 yel$29.00 per mo.. 55 00
growing
for
a
ced,
t
experien
Specralis
for
is
paid
seeking
CASH
Kentucky
Murray
low. 1 size 8 blue. $150 for local networks. Call
small busrriess Utilize
full/part-time day care
good, used guns
looking for a part-time
each. 270-492-8614
Beasley Antenna 8
specialized software to
provider for newborn 11
Nurse
Benson Sporting
full-time
to
Satellite for more into
Engineered hardwood
manipulate database
interested please call
or
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Practitioner
flooring. 182 boxes, 759-0901 or toll tree
files and process cus293-4479 after 5PM
Murray.
Physician Assistant
877-455-0901
35sq ft per box. Selling
are
tomer lobs Experience
References
Send resume to PO
GOOD used refrigerafor $1.39 per sq ft while
STRAW for sale. $3
Databases 8
with
required
Box 1055 Murray. KY
tors, electric ranges,
if lasts. 270-443-4590
bale 293-1272.
Spreadsheets
42071
gas heaters, air condiHD TeeevIsIons
required Visual Basic
STRAW for sale $2.50
baseboard
1 tioners,
-3-a Chilean
EL
National Property
Come by Olympic
and/or C.. programbale 227-7352, 753heaters Used carpetManagement
Plaza to see our selecming expenence help4582
for Homes ing 753-4109
Company is seeking a
NG
CLEANI
tion of HD televisions:
ful Send resume and
full time Assistant
or Businesses I have WANT to buy 5 to 20
Flat screen Plasma &
letter of application to
ce
in
Manager with book
acres
experien
years
20
wooded
DIRT
LCDs. Rear Protection
Automated Direct Mail,
keeping expenence
2709553
County
Calloway
270-759DADDY'S
also. LG. Toshiba,
.
1410 North 121h St
e
.0rug Free Workforc
559-1681 or 270-227HOUSE cleaning
Hitachi 8 Sony We
TOP SOIL
Suite G. Murray. KY
ha,
'Background
Best
759- 1913
Cabins- ants
have a large selection
42071
-pi
To
'Benefits
g
all
(
Screenin
$100 for old cars.
9031
of entertainment cenSECRETARY
'Equal Opportunity
India, campers.
978-6554
ters 8 TV carts
PT/58 an hour
Employer • Please fax
boats/Waller motors
Beasley Antenna 8
WILL clean houses
Send Res to
resume to (270)759270270-564-7575.
Satellite 759-0901
Please call 293-5806
INS4u 1230gmail corn
3005
7
227-803
090

Computer
Connection
sycorras •

Lust

en

,111)11

Equal Opportunity Employer

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
'help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage 01
INUITerSkeidercont.
sou will be redirected
to iobnetwork huh
By default.
Money and local job
listings will appear on
this wetrate
However. as a national

VISA '

*6afufe Ourp
Vekrans

Help Woad

nig Wail

LOOM

Lepel
Notice
ADVERTISEMENT FOR B1DM

•

Siva
Tundry
lansidiy
TIvidry
Fneff
Sibsdry

- Over 20 words $.50 each
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less
word per day.
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per
Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
• 35 extra tor Smart Saver(Mon.

060
010

Regale

DEADLINES

I

or Julie Brown
tment at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens
lb Place Your Ad Call the Classified DeparOffice Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-

MasterCard

PROPOSAL

.44..0••••-•

Swami
Rap*

Medical ('enter
PO Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-tn.org

4,

753-9075
(270)227-2193

a

•

•

Sr hint-,.

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Friday, October 12, 2007• 5B

vul

111111..
Fer Met
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD (SKINS

(270) 753-1713

Ft 118A
,FIL11ui
balsa.
IMF&

antis&
Balms

LIP

?s,
DAY0

ige Fealseep
DINING room table & 4
chairs. Chrome legs
with rollers. 753-8438
KHAKI couck computer. TV, $150 for vox)
.thing 753-6232

2003 Rhino bush hog
611 3pt hitch. $1,250
OBO Call 767-0143,
293-4809
EXTRA nice, 1 owner
10' disc See to appreciate. Nice 2 row Case
dnll Markers & fertilizer boxes, original manual. 492-8523, 8362301

4BR 2BA, all appit
ances, central 11/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
SOUTHWOOD condonskilurne. All appliances Included. 7879$4t
603 Chestnut,3 BR, 2
bath apt. Deposit, reference, lease. 270227-3331
ARCHITECT designed
townhome
2I3R/1.5BA, covered
parking, appliances
inciuding washer/dryei.
landscaped
serene
views, Wiser carpets,
extra storage. No pets.
$695/month.
1401 Diuguid. 270293-3904

ulteftgle
r NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGI
*All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

Yv4sIN
YARD SALE/
MOVING
SALE

limit)

o p.m.0

cod
AurraY
2071

1010-B Northwood Dr.

1414 Vine St.
Artwork; household, tools, clothing, lawn mower

Saturday, October 13
7AM-11:30AM

& more

YARD SALE

AVAILABILITY

Sat., Oct. 13
7 am-11 am

KEY MINI WAREHOUSES

1502
Canterbury Dr.

DUPLEX apartment
1850 State Route 121 South
Like new, located in
Murray, KY 42071
Northwood. Carport,
2BR, all appliances
270-753-5562
with gas heat and cenper
tral air. $575
Call For Sizes & Prices.
month. Phone 753Security Gate
3018
EXCEPTIONALLY
REGISTERED Mt. Cur
nice, large 1 bedroom,
FOR Rent
Firewood
puppies. Born 8/20.
unfurnished ($345) All
Boat & RV storage
wormed
Shots &
appliances including
12x36 units
for
sale:
D
FIREWOO
Champion bloodlines
washer and dryer.
1x12 garage doors
pick-up or delivery.
$150 each. 753-8965
270-759-5885 or 270Monthly/yearly rates
Call for pnces
293-7085
(270)978-0559
(270)293-1357 or
LARGE 2BR, 1604
restock & Supplies
gla
(270)559-1424
G&C
Miller. $500 month
220
STORAGE and
Large 3BR, furnished.
1994 Sooner 4 horse
Musical
PROPANE .
all utilities paid. 1606
slant all aluminum
Main
119
E.
Miller, $800 month.
horse trailer. New tires,
(270) 753-6266
WINTER upright piano
270-519-2699
great condition. Call
Cell.(270) 293-4183
condition
Good
LIVE Oak Apts,
753-2905 or 293-8595
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
Excellent starter piano
Newly Remodeled
5X6 round bales of
$800. 270-753-5549
1BR $290.00
LS mixed grass hay. 227RENTA
J&L
27
2BR $340.00
Homes For $ae
MINI-STORAGE 5105
3BR $425.00
400
Now renting
$100 deposit special
Fleetwood
Yard Sais
Located at 720 S. 4111 St.
1995
for qualified appli3BR
Reflection 16'x80'
cants.
270-436-5496
laminate
New
2BA.
Office hours 8-2
270-293-6906
YARD SALE
wood floors and fans.
Mon-Fri
Saturday Only
Recently painted intenCall today for appointMURRAY Store and
7 am-12 pm
or. Front and rear
ment
Lock presently has
refrigerator,
decks,
753-8221
units available. 753West Grove
123
oven, washer, dryer
2905 or 753-7536.
Dr. - 5 miles
NICE 2BR duplex
and C/H/A unit includCarport. No pets. 227Hwy. 94 W. turn
ed. $15,000 will negotiPREMIER
3054 or 753-7457
left at sign
ate. Call 227-1124
RAGE
MINISTO
NOW LEASING
Lynnwood
2003 Clayton 16x80,
control
climate
•Inside
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Heights, 3rd
3br, 2ba, vinyl siding,
storage
We accept Section
house on Rt.
shingle roof, extra nice
-Security alarmed
8 vouchers.
(270)489-2525
-Safe & clean
Lots of clothes
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
•We sell boxes!
2006 16x68 Northern
902 Northwood Dr
& stuff.
-We rent U-Hauls.
built Fleetwood manuMonday,
Shingle
home.
53-9600
factured
Wednesday, Friday.
& vinyl with 10ft. front
Phone 759-4984.
mmerciai Prop
ommercial Prop.
porch and brick Nailite
Equal Housing
For Sate
For Sate
skirting. 2BR, IBA.
Opportunity
$29.900 or finance for
TOO e1-800-648-6056
$1,500 down payment,
RED OAKS APTS.
$308 monthly. 1-80°Special
455-3001
Commercial Bldg.
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2297 State At. 94 East
2BR $375
llalloinse For Rent
2688 sq. feet
Call Today!
.806 acre lot
753-8668.
14X60 2BR 2BA $400
Will rent or lease
703-4768
VERY nice large two
$76,900
bedroom smoke free,
753-5856 -- 293-7127
2BR 2BA, nice large
N
416
$450.
no pets,
yard, $450 month.
8th. 489-2741
Cornerstone Realty &

[Siete For Rent

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
42071
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apai-tmenis
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

40
TAURANT
lent: S/S hood
Ixtinguisher sys$2.300. Stove.
S/S table, $600
chairs.
4
,
Display
,ch.
$450.270-564LITE System
4-room FREE
DVR or HD
le. FREE 6
s of HD prow/HD:
ling
e Get months 3
of HBO &
iemax.
mming starts at
per mo.• 55 00
0 networks. Call
ly Antenna &
e for more info
01 or toll free
6-0901
Al for sale. $3
93-1272
V for sale. $2.50
.I27-7352, 753-

DIRT I
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Its. county hes
Toenail Tidwell

53-9075
1)227-2193

1

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.

1

p.m. to 4 p.m.

l

Rain or shine

bassinet, playpen, baby clothes, maternity
clothes, small appliances, dishes, silverware, glass top end & coffee tables, end &
coffee tables, glass top dining table, odd
tables, metal twin bed, roll-away bed, electric weed eater & mower, self prop. mower,
his/her like new bikes with car carner, dog
house, twin & king sheets, king bedspread
400

1211

Yard Sale

•
1
•

make-up, close out sale

[1131Yard Sal.

BIG HUGE

YARD SALE

SALES

Sat., Oct. 13
7 am-?

865 Van
Cleave Rd.
Fri., 1W12 thru
Fri., 1W19

519 S. 11th St.,
Murray

dogwood
Drive East
Oct. 12 & 13
8AM

Furniture, baby
items, clothes of
all sizes, bikes,
toys, a little bit of

YARD
SALE

MOVING
SALE

Fri., Sat. & Sun.

Sat., Oct. 13
7 am-2 pm
526 Whitnell Ott
of Story Ave.

Sat., Oct. 13
7 am-3 pm
9 miles from
Murray on 94 E.
or take Hwy. 80 to
464 & Turn Right.

Baby bed, toddler bed.
toys. battery operated
Jeep & Dune buggy,
lots of clothes, 21 &
womens 7/8, many
other odds & ends

Antique dresser,
bathroom vanity,
exercise equipment,
household items,
toys, clothes

7 am-?

St. At.
121 S., New
Concord near
Post Office
10504

Tools, household
items & more

everything!

YARD SALE

2851

606 S. 9th St.
Fri. & Sat.
Rain or Shine

Rd.
Fri & Sat
8:00-?

Girls name brand
clothes size
4-14/16
Something for
everyone!
GARAGE SALE
2101 State
Route 94W
corner of Johnny
Robertson rd
& 94W
Saturday
7AM-Noon
Rain or shine

[MelProp. For Rant

rds of clothes some
furnfture, household
reins Something or

various sized boy
clothes, teen girl
clothes, several
clocks & household goods

YARD SALE
625 N. 4th St.
Sat., Oct. 13
8:00-12:00
Books, cookbooks,
knick knacks,
clothes, weight
bench, glassware,
chnstmas items,
lots of baby items
and much more

everybody

YARD SALE

CARPORT
SALE

YARD SALE

Sat., Oct. 13
7:30 am-1:30 pm

Saturday
7 am-12 pm

8587 St. Rt. 121
N., Coldwater
Computer. knick
knacks women's
clothes - size 10-12.
dishes, lamps, wicker
baskets. Avon bottles.
stuffed animals

GARAGE
SALE
1408 Dudley
Fri. & Sat.• 7AM
No _Early _Sales
chairs, computer
pnnter, photo
scanner, word
processor, TV. gas
stove, dishwasher,
dryer, washer, car
seats, lawn mower

1901
Westwood
Drive
TV, CD player.
clothes, etc.

trolling motor, lawnmower, treadmill,
Coke cars, swords,
knives, records. tapes.
CDs, games, dolls,
everything 753-7847

YARD SALE

3-PARTY
GARAGE SALE
Kirksey

Stella
FORMER
Grocery. Use imagination: deli, restaurant.
general store, beauty
Price
etc.
shop.
depending on equipment included. Call
270-767-0493 or 270978-0777.

3BR 1 SBA, immaculate condition, extendRed
lant To
igi
ed lease required, no
pets References and
country.
in
HOUSE
deposit required. 1116
3BR, possible long
Fairtane Dr. $750 per
term Possible option
month. 270-293-4602
to buy 219-613-0227
1.5BA,
brick
3BR
C/H/A, over 2,000
sum. Corner of Brinn
and Poor Farm Rd.
1 & 2 bdr apts No $675 mo. 293-7872
pets Leave a mes- 3BR, 1 1/2 bath, family
sage. 270-753-1970
room, 1603 Parklane
1 OR air apts. near $695 month. $1,000
Murray security deposit
downtown
ts I, Supplies
l
Ilai
[
starting at $200/mo
(270)474-2520
753-4109.
38R, 1-1/28A, S.W. of
Registered
AKC
1BR low utilities, no town, large yard, appliBloodhound pups with
753$245/mo.
•
pets.
ances. $700/mo
2
ull registration
3949
deposit. references.
emotes. 3 males left
293-0247
locations,
PETS.
NO
Serious
1BR, venous
red
all
$200-5300. Coleman
nquines. please 270
753-9898
RE
748-5427
IRMO WOWS
2BR IBA, all appliBOXER pups, friendly.
C/H/A
ances,
A&F Warehousing
shots. wormed, $250
270hwood
641/Nort
270-382-2901
Near MSU $20-50.
753-0259
753-7668
DOG Obedience
2BR Duplex 1302
436-2858.
Valleywood $425/mo
PITBULL puppies for
293-1446
293-7738
sale 270-227-7943
2BR duplex, me
REGISTERED Toy and
CANA. appliances fur
Tiny Toy Poodles
nished Various loco
l270)489-2761
tions Coleman RE
753-9898

5-PARTY GARAGE SALE
1303 Poor Farm Rd

Couch. chair & ottoman, dryer, dishwasher, nice
jewelry armoire. Jewelry. purses, lots of clothes in all
sizes, 0-10, misses sizes, lots of plus size women's,
men's clothes, many shoes in vaned ezes- many
wide widths in large sizes for women, movies. CD's,
books, kitchen & household items, name brand

YARD
SALE

Prop.
For Sale

2,000 square feet
and
space
office
adjoining 2,000 square
feet living space downtown. 978-0698
MURRAY
Courtsquare. Prime
retail location for rent
or lease. Over 1800 sq
ft. Available Nov 2007
(865)705-5812
OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnme location. 753-2905. 2931480
VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Murray area. Over
8.800 S.F. Great for
retail offices, restaurant, or any kind of
business. Has parking
lot, central h/a, and
system
security
$1,800/mo. 270-2939349

New in box stainless chandelier, movies,
books, Chnstmas ornaments & decorations,
softball & baseball items, rollerblades, name
brand clothes: BeBe, Abercrombie, Hollister,
Amencan Eagle, Halloween costumes, table
& chairs, desk, Playstation games. New
items put out each day. 293-3617

‘‘ I ill

kn) Locution.
k it) Condit'

370

.1Ppalniants For Rent

1509 Dudley
Fri., Oct. 12 & Sat., Oct. 13•8AM-?

94E to 280 - 4-1/2 miles, turn
right. 1130 Wright Rd.
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.

Yard Sale

Rental 761-RENT

2, 3 & 4BR houses
deposi
&
Lease
required 753-4109

HUGE 3 PARTY
YARD SALE

Thurs- Sat 7:00-?

400

i

3BR with appliances,
central air, 5 minutes
from MSU, 121 North.
$325/mo. + deposit.
Call after 4:00. 7533560

much more. Don't miss this onel

4 FAMILY GARAGE SALE

home decor,
kitchen table, twin
bed (brand new),
children clothing.
toys, & much
much more

REDUCED

Power Electric
Real good con6800. 227-4439
te flooring $.59
3 colors-oak,
cherry. 100
?70-443-4590
ool table, never
1"-slate, solid
mrved legs, felt, _
ackage, retails
, selling for
, must sell
)0-1031
ock oak kit
Is. Big savings_
3-4590
Buildings- facs (3) arch style
buildings for
sale
late
Must
45x72.
all Bill @ 800-

home decor, candles, wreath, arrangements, Chnstmas, several comforter
sets, curtains, very nice clothes: all
sizes, purses, shoes, earrings. *So

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS
DAILY!

7AM-12PM

F

way Count
ial History
ily History
Books
59-4938
53-23')(i

Red Barn - 5173 94W
Fri., Oct. 12 & Sat, Oct. 13•7AM-?

VHSMOWS• mosliy 00s & 90s. HP Scan.let
22004 13'color TV, cordless phone, glass &
plailicillitien bowie, coffee mugs,act
gfilleg wassories, Black & Decker Arctic
Twit* wit mime, microwave, skis size
Metdollies: *ins, tops, dresses,
khici penis. Books, cookbooks, Sink*
WI bowl glits, BIG 25t table. Mow tam
Imo net Mot For more intonate,send
ermil to muffeyyardealellmurretity.com.
Cash only.

YARD SALE
1000 S. 16th St.
Fri. & Sat.

Rat Sale

HUGE TAG SALE!

The road next to Cain's

Boys infant to 5T,
Ty Beanies, attic
treasures. TV,
videos, Halloween,
something for
everyone!

Ir

Articles
For Sale

MASSIVE
YARD SALE

Saturday
8 am-7
(No Early Sales)

i

ay

1111
Yrd

Sat., Oct. 13
7 am-2 pm
7693 Hwy. 121

South
Pull behind tiller, go
cart frame, tool box.
power tools, fishing
tackle, rods & reels,
boat motor, clothes,
scrapbooking supplies. household
items, toys, many
other items

GARAGE SALE
9290
Shady Grove rd.
1.3 miles north
of hwy 140
Thurs 8-5
Fri 8-5
Sat 8-5
Honda AN, rob -tiller.
kitchen set, patio set,
dishes. pictures. books.
bicycle, no clothes
MULTIPLE FAMILY
YARD SALE
931 Crossland rd.
(783 South) between
94W & Wiswell
Thurs., Fri & Sat
8:00-4:00
Appliances. lumiture,
household. clothing. Bass
Boat & motor and more

MOVING
SALE
Sat., Oct. 13
7 am-?
9543 St. Rt.
121 N.,
Farmington
Antiques,
furniture, some
toys & lots more

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
Sat., Oct. 13
7 am-12 pm
2 Mile on 121
S., Lynnwood
Estates. 3rd
house on right.
Dishes. comforters.
children/baby clothes.
Chnstmas/home. decor.
small appliances, jewelry
toys.

GARAGE
SALE
Northwood
Storage behind
Smith's Carpet
Fri., 10/12 &
Sat., 10/13
7AM
furniture, household item, clothes

YARD SALE
Saturday
Old City Park
Mississippi Mud
Cake, Cones. fresh
vegetables, bar
stools, basketball
goal, bicycle, towels,
shoes, books, old
records, kitchen
items, coolers, large
men, women &
children's clothes

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 am-?
S. 9th St., Just
off Glendale

Lots of stuff,
antiques, bean
pots, large trunk,
big old wood box
YARD SALE
Sat., Oct. 13
7 am-12 pm

A&F
Warehousing,
N. 4th St.
Lots of misc, westem attire (shirts,
pants, suits),
lamps, microwave,
dishes, odds 'n
ends for everyone'

epropC1'1% %Ills CP,1211m

270-761-1111 1
Murray I edger & lime* Fan
Hotbeing Act Notice
All teal estate advertised herrtn
subret to the fethteal Fag
Housing All wind, makes it
advenise any referdiscrtmina.
ence, knitAbon
tsm bred on race, color ea.
gutty in.. handocap, famtbal si.
or listen.
yawn,
to, or national
tI011 tO make any sudY prefer.
ewes, lonnabons or &salmon.
bon.
Nate Ia.,forbid d NcrtminAtion
11.111411 eld,1111,11.1,4
the
ot teal ,tate bawd on factor. in
eddit.on to No.,e poet,ted
under federal la.
An voll knowingly ao.ept any
•dvertuns iot mleetAle which
noi vtolatinn of !Iv law Ad
are beret, ;Notated
tha t all a. lling, advertitted Are
...IAN.. on an equal

•

.1th I a,
For Further
I lou.ing 5.1,11,111F reguin.
ment.. i'1,11LItt \A (
idtr
11111
Ms
5l,larn
v.'m r

cf

Lake Property
1.98 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built! KY Lake.
$69,900. Only one!
Call owner 615-5155550
water,
GORGEOUS
front lake home wk
gently sloping lot, 4BR
completel
3BA,
updated & remodeled.
new stainless appliances, granite countertops throughout, custom cabinetry, new
covered deck. Contact
270-293-3836
PRIME lakefront, lake
view and access
acreages at bargain,
•
prices.
kylakesale.com or'
call 800-704-3154
SALE or ritnt: 3138‘.
2BA, lake view, private •
dock, complete fur-'
nished. $900 month or.
$255,555. Cornerstone'
Realty & Rental 761- .
SELL
440
Lots For Sale
5 acre residential/comMurray.
mercial,
978-1880
$65.000.
Mark Fredrick RE/Max
REA
.
LAKE Bargain! 1+
acre lake access with ..'
free boat slips.
$29.900. Great terms
Cali 800-704-3154
Acreage

3 FAMILY
SALE
Sat.• 7am-2 pm
1616 Loch
Lomond
(Off S. 16th)
Men's clothes, loads
of kitchen items. old
& new dish sets.
Blenko cookbooks.
books, computer,
microwave. Game
Cube.Avon & more

3-FAMILY
GARAGE SALE
302 N. 10th St.
Fri., 7AM-2PM
Sat., 7AM-Noon
Clothes Adults,
preteen
clothes sizes 7-9
Juniors 10-12, boys
clothing sizes 4-18.
miscellaneous
household items

GARAGE SALE
3600 Airport Rd
Thursday, Friday
& Saturday
Name brand plus site
clothes shoes, purses
children's clothes 2-40,

YARD
SALE
Sat., Oct. 13
8 am-?

toys glassware antiques
books, rocking chair. dec-

502 Beale
Between 7th
& 8th

orations. sink/faucet.
counter tops. lights. mix

Various household items

Visit our website:
www.murrayleciger.com
1

5 to 295 acres. Wes
Possibe
Calloway.
owner financing. 4892116. leave message
460
Homes For Selo

110 Ash St.
IBA brick Pmts
below 5300inc
qualified buy.
752-0456 • 978-0742
•
3BR 1.5BA brick home..
Immaculate move-in
condition. 5114.900,3
1116 Fairlane 270293-4602

ailk

•• -• -• • • •

*s •••

• • ••
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Murray

CLASSIFIEDS

toti • Friday, October 12, 2007

Filing date to apply for
financial aid is Oct. 15

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Fa WI

Berk'

month or much more.
Flexible hours Training
provided No selling
required FREE derails
www.K738.com

Lodger & Times

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

-Get a Dish Network
NADEAU'S
-91 TRUCK DRIVING
Satellite Television sysstate funds can be easily
Construction
to
SCHOOL Training for
The pnonty filing date
tem installed tree of
-flooring •Decks
accessed.
the
Seek Werner & others
for
aid
l
financia
apply for
'Vinyl siding -All
charge' No credit card
Students are encouraged to
'The Sullivan University Dedicated/Regional/1.o spring 2008 semester at Murray
or Bank account needHome Improvements
even if they don't think
apply
post-sec- cal Approx $50.000offers
This
System
15.
Oct.
State University is
ed' No upfront Wes'
(270)978-2111
qualify for funds.
will
nal S70.000 yearly Home
educatio
they
ondary
that
to students
Licensed/Insured
Free HBO/CINEMAX
1-800-883- only applies
Qualification guidelines change
opportunities in a van- Weekly,
or did not
enrolled
not
Cleaning 03771 846-0882
DAVID'S
were
a
days
could
disciplines 0171 Open 7
of
ety
ce from year-to-year and
Service All external
apply for financial assistan
of eligibility,
"One order, One check, through rts many Cam- week
semester. result in a change
fall
fences.
Vinyl,
cleaning
2007
the
on
during
-17A
move, pollee to prepare stusmart
3 bedroom 2 1/2 bath C
One
especially if there are other conetc (270)527-7176
'Driver Class A CDL Applications may be submitted
Same time and money dents for employment in Drivers
tnbuung factors.
Hazmat
corner lot in Crossfield Sub.
student
the
ONJ HANDYMAN
to
d
delivere
online or
by making one call to high-need career fields
Due to the number of
required for some local
on
We do all the odd lobs
located
office,
Remodeled, very nice.
place a 25-word ciassi- We are currently seek- positions (2 yrs recent financial aid
for available funds, filrequests
you don't have time
of
t
basemen
Network
a
campus in the
tied in 70 Kentucky ing
priority deadline is a
for
required) 1-866the
exp
by
ing
our
for
Sparks Hall.
newspapers for only Technician
Painting, siding. roofs.
ge for students.
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